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ACOUSTICS ' " ''

Structural Acoustics Research at ONERA t (f.-.o C ............... David Feit

The structural acoustics research being pursued at ONERA in France is reviewed. Recent work is
in the area of fluid-structure interaction, wave propagation in composites and "fuzzy structure" cal-
culations for v *bration response.

UnderwaterAcoustics Researchoat the Royal Aerospace f .i. / .,
Establishment - a Review of Michael Buckingham's Work ............... David Felt 3

The underwater acoustics research currently being pursued by Dr. Michael Buckingham and his col-
league Peter Martinson at the Royal Aerospace Establishment (RAE) in the UK is discussed. This
theoretical work supports the sonobuoy research and development work of the RAE Air Sea War-
fare Division headed by Dr. Dennis Stanfield. The principal interests currently are in ice noise gener-
ation mechanisms.

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

German Research on the Cognitive Consequences of Predecislon
and Postdecision Motivational States : . .................... William D. Crano 5

The work of Professor Heinz Heckhausen and Dr. Peter Goilwitzer at the Max Planck Institute for
Developmental Psychology (in Munich) is reviewed. This work finds and is concerned with the dis-
tinction between "motivational" and "volitional" mindsets- consequences of pre- and postdecision
motivational states. In the author's opinion, the importance of this work to research in motivation,
and in learning theory as well, is apt to be profound.

COMPUTER SCIENCES

'- Computer Science at the University'of Bremen . ................... Daniel J. Collins 10

The current work of the University of Bremen's Computer Science Department and its Statistics
Group is briefly reviewed.

Parallel Computing in Santiago r . a.' #, ...................... Paul Roman 11

Parallel fuzzy clustering and related work with systolic systems is briefly described - these are two
current focal points at the Computer Science Division of the University of Santiago in Northern Spain.

CONTROL SYSTEMS

Controls Research in Switzerland .............. . .......... Daniel J. Collins 12

Controls research at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich and the Polytechnic
School in Lausanne (EPFL) is reviewed. The author concludes that work being done is of high order
both in fundamental and applied research.
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The Pearl Pro and PKIocessontrol at the UnivasilYof Hannover, ..... Daniel J. Collins 14

The work of the Control Institute of the University of Hannover is briefly discussed. Of particular in-
terest is use of the PEARL program.

ELECTRONICS
Confd~m~onSemi-,hsulating Ill-V 'e

The Sth International onf one aterials ...... Howard Lessoff
and Wen Tseng is

Summaries of the presentations given at this meeting, held in June 1988 at Malmo, Sweden, are given
under the following topics (sessions subjects): defects in semi-insulating material, compensation and
characterization of defects, epitaxy and applications, transition metals and point defect identification,
bulk growth, and mapping.

INFORMATION SCIENCES

The Machine-Learning Project or Siemens ......................... Paul Roman 18

Siemens AG is involved in large-scale frontline research in several areas of artificial intelligence and
neural networks. This article focuses on the machine learning activities.

OCEAN SCIENCES

MathematicalModeling of(Bedlment..Tnansport in the goastal Zone - -
a Hydraulic Research gymposium ; .......................... Jack W. DeVries 20

The author summarizes the presentations given at this conference, which was held in Denmark in May
1988. Principal topics of the conference were cross-shore sediment transport and wave/current in-
teractions. , . -

Three Major Coastal and Estuarine bngineering)VAboratoes I ......... Jack W. DeVres 22ngnen,'o ........ akW ere 22

Brief comments are made on the facilities of the UK's Hydraulics Research Ltd, the Danish Hydrau-
lics Institute in Horsholm, and the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory (the Netherlands).

ONRL-Sponsored Workshop onModulation ofShortWind Waves
in the gravity-Capillary Range by Non-Uitiform Currents,. .......... John P. Simpson 23

A workshop on the modulation of short wind waves was conducted in Bergen ann Zee, the Nether-
lands. Sessions were conducted relating to: Tidal Currents and Bathimetry, Electromagnetic Scat-
tering, Energy Balance in Short Waves, and Perturbations of the Gravity-Capillary Wave Spectrum
by Current Variation.

PHYSICS

'The 19th International ConfEe nWon the Physics of Semiconductors,' 7

in Warsaw ....... .................................. J.R. Meyer 24

Presentations from selected sessions given at this confercnce in Warsaw, Poland, in August 1988, are
summarized. The sessions (topics) were: semiconductor surfaces, optical studics of the quantum Hall
effect regime, one-dimensional systems, and resonant Fe states in Hg-based compounds and alloys.

The Third International Confirnoi Scanning 1iunneling Microscopy . . Ellen D. Williams 26

Selected highlights of this conference, held in July 1988 at the University of Oxford, UK, are discussed.
Topics include semiconductor and metal surfaces, molecular imaging, electrochemistry, and litho-
graphy.
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The 10th International Free Electron Asernfee ............ Douglas J. Bamford 21

The status of an on-going activity in free electron laser (FEL) research in various countries and re-
gions of the world as reflected in the presentations of this conference, held in August-September 1988
at Jerusalem, Israel, is reviewed. The author concludes that FEL research is on the threshold of a
new era, in which the applications of the lasers (to scientific research and to solution of real-world
problems in medicine and industry) will become more important than the understanding of the de-
vices themselves.

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

L NATO Advanced Study Institute on Superconducting Electronics .. ...... M. Nisenoff
and J.C. Ritter 31

This report on the 2-week NATO-ASI meeting, begun on 18 June 1988, and held at Pisa, Italy, gives
the background for the meeting, highlights the principal points of the lectures, and discusses the em-
phasis of the entire conference along with summarizing the observations about future applications.
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ACOUSTICS

Structural Acoustics Research at ONERA
by David Feit. Dr Feit is the Liaison Scientist for Aoustics and Mechanics In Europe and the Middle
East for the Office of Naval Reseatch's London Branch Office. He is on leave until January 1990 from
the Oavid Taylor Research Center, where he is a research scientist In the Ship Acoustics Departnent.

Introduction work: Bernard Nicolas-Vuillierme, Danielle Osmont,
and Denis Duhamel. I shall describe these investigations

ONERA, the acronym for the Office National et subsequently.
d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales, has been in Also involved in acoustics research is the Acoustics
existence since 1946. Although it was founded to "de- Group, headed by Dr. Gerard Fournier, which is part of
velop, orient, and coordinate research in the field of the Physics Department. In the past much of its efforts
aeronautics" it has in recent years conducted research were directed towards aeroacoustic-related phenomena,
relevant to naval applications, and this work is coordi- but more recently, a large share of its efforts has also been
nated through the office of The General Technical Direc- in the area of hydroacoustics. I hope to visit this group
tor by F. Jouaillec. ONERA currently employs more than and report on its activities at a later date.
2100 people, more than one-third of whom are scientists
and engineers. ONERA is publicly owned, but operates Sound Radiation From Vibrating Fluid-
as an industrial and commercial scientific organization
under the supervision of the Direction des Recherches Loaded Structures
Etudes et Techniques (DRET). It conducts fundamen- In recent years, Ohayon's group, under the sponsor-
tal and applied research for both industry and the French ship of the Direction des Construction Navales (DCN),
Ministry of Defense (MOD). As an example of its work has looked at the problem of vibrating structures in-
breakdown, the operating budget in 1986 was FF956 mil- teracting with an external dense and compressible me-
lion about ($150 million), 38 percent of which was MOD dium. This work has been pursued using both a
funding while approximately 60 percent came from non- theoretical and experimental approach. In the low-
MOD contracts. frequency range where the acoustic wavelengths are large

On a recent visit to the main laboratories and head- compared to the diameter of the long, slender body that
quarters located at Chatillon-sous-Bagneaux, a close-in is vibrating, a modal analysis of the structure is corn-
suburb just south of Paris, I was hosted by Dr. Roger bined with a Helmholtz integral solution of the acoustic
Ohayon, who is head of the Mechanics and Structural field. This yields a coupled set of equations for the struc-
Calculations Group, a part of the Structures Department. tural modal amplitudes which are then solved numeri-
Also joining me for this visit was Dr. Albert Tucker, a cally. The radiated acoustic field is obtained from the
Scientific Officer in the Mechanics Division from ONR Helmholtz integral representation by simple quadra-
Headquarters, Washington. Some of the work at tures. This approach is not particularly new but is worth
ONERA is familiar to the US community since a general developing when any organization or institution wishes to
review of the structural acoustics work being conducted understand the radiating characteristics of a particular
there was presented by Ohayon at the Workshop on structure. The expertise and computer programs necess-
Structural Acoustics held in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, ary to implement such an approach are not easily trans-
in August 1986. This meeting was organized and chaired ferred from one organization to another. In parallel with
by Dr. Tucker. the theoretical approach, and as a means of validating and

The Structures Department at ONERA works gaining confidence in the analytics a set of experiments
generally in the areas of: have been performed on a cylindrical structure that is
* Structural mechanics made up of five distinct compartments. These cxperi-
" Aeroelasticity ments were carried out at the Lake Castillion facility in
* Damage mechanics,. southern France. The other researchers involved in these

With Dr. Ohayon during our meeting were several efforts were J1. Angelini, P.M. Hutin, G. Piazzoli, and C.
members of his group who gave brief descriptions of their Soize.
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Interaction With US Scientists lem of wave propagation in composite media which are
characterized as two-dimensional elastic continua with

As I mentioned earlier, the general approach dis- arrays of scatterers dispersed periodically throughout the
cussed in the above paragraph has been used elsewhere, structure. He is hoping to use a low-frequency approxi-
A number of US laboratories have developed computer mation to effect an homogenization so that effective elas-
programs for the structural acoustic response of vibrat- tic parameters can be obtained. Early results indicate
ing structures. The most difficult part of the problem is that attenuation in stop bands is less effective for two-
the prescription of the radiation loading presented by the dimensional media than that which exists in a one-dimen-
ambient acoustic medium. One approximate approach sional continua. This investigation like the one using
that has demonstrated a fair amount of success in appti- external treatments is also in its early stages, but Ohayon
cation was developed by T. Geers while at the Lockheed expressed great confidence that more interesting results
Palo Alto Research Laburatoies. The essential step would soon be forthcoming. Ohayon indicated that there
here is to replace the fluid pressure acting on the struc- would be a great deal of interaction between his group
ture by terms proportional to the local normal velocity and the Material Department's ceramics group with re-
and accelerations. These approximations have been gard to the work on wave propagation in composites. It
labeled the "Doubly Asymptotic Approximation" (DAA) is my impression that this is a very hot topic of research
and various versions have been proposed over the years. at ONERA and is receiving a great deal of attention.
ONERA is aware of these methods and sponsored a vi-
siting scientist, Bernard Nicolas-Vuillierme, who spent a
year at Lockheed gaining experience in the use of this Vibration of Fuzzy Structures
technique. He has now returned to ONERA and is con-
tinuing to work in this area. He has recently submitted a Although C. Soize was not present at our discussions
paper to the Journal of Acoustical Society of America on we did briefly discuss the work that Soize had been pur-
a formal derivation and verification of the DAA methods suing relevant to the mid-frequency tange vibrations of
which he discussed during our meeting. realistic structures. This work was motivated by the oft-

noted observation that when measuring the frequency re-

Minimizing of Radiated Noise by Use of sponse function of a physical model structure - i.e., one

External Treatments that is a small-scale idealized version of a realistic full-
scale structure -one usually finds a much finer grained

In work related to the use of composite struc- response function for the model than for the full-scale
tures for the reduction of radiated acoustic fields, structure. In order to quantify this phenomenon Soize
Danielle Osmont is pursuing a project on the acoustics of has developed an approach to the calculation of structu-
a layered structure wherein he is attempting to determine ral response functions which captures the essence of this
the parameters necessary to minimize the radiated field, result. In this approach he suggests that a structure can
The structure is modeled as an elastic layer that is sub- be thought to be made up of a "master structure," which
jected to an acoustic field and is separated from the water is rather easily modeled in a deterministic fashion and es-
medium by another set of layers whose thickness, density, sentially models the outer smooth envelope of the struc-
and compressibility are variable. These are allowed to ture. To this structure one attaches a "fuzzy structure"
vary in order to obtain a minimum in the acoustic power which represents the large number of internal degrees of
radiated. In pursuing this optimization problem large freedom necessary to describe the various pieces of
simplifications are necessary, such as representing the equipment and subsidiary structures that make up the in-
layer displacements by single scalar potentials rather than sides of the total structure. The physical characteristics
vector potentials, and limiting the number of layers to a of this latter structure are certainly less well defined than
small number such as two or three. This work has just re- those of the envelope structure. Therefore it can be
cently been initiated so no new specific results were thought of as being a "fuzzy structure" describable more
presented. in terms of a set of added degrees of freedom whose mass

and stiffness properties as well as attachment point to the
main structure are only known approximately and de-

Modeling Composites as Two-Dimensional scribed in a probabilistic sense. Calculations of fre-
Periodic Structures quency response functions for such composite structures

show a relatively smooth and less spiky varation than
Denis Duhamel, a recent honors graduate of l'Ecole those of the main structure. I am planning to learn more

Polytechnique, which I understand is one of the elite edu- about this approach and its applicability to structural
cational institutions in France, was the last staff member acoustics problems by talking with Soize himself in the
to discuss his work. He has been looking into the prob- near future.

2
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Discussion numerically than to actually make the physical measure-
ment. It is therefore refreshing that Ohayon strongly re-I was very impressed with the caliber of the work sists this trend and insists on comparison to physicalbeing conducted by Dr. Ohayon and his staff. Ohayon experiment even though much of the work of his group

displays great vigor and enthusiasm in his approach to relies on computer solution of problems. I look forward
problems, and this translates into the excellent output of to further visits to ONERA to meet other individuals pur-
his group. He is a strong advocate of a combined the- suing work relevant to structural acoustics. I very defi-
oretic-experimental approach, which is necessary in this nitely see the possibility of US/French collaboration on
age of the computer. Computational capabilities now the "fuzzy structure" calculation approach and technique.
threaten to outrun our ability to experimentally under-
stand a physical phenomenon in the sense that it is some-
times easier to simulate a physical experiment 8/10/88

Underwater Acoustics Research at the Royal Aerospace
Establishment-A Review of Michael Buckingham's Work

by David Feit.

Introduction young scientist who has been on staff at RAE for about 10
years. The primary research interest of Dr. Buckingham's

The Royal Aerospace Establishment (RAE), former- group at the present time is the study of noise mechanisms
ly the Royal Aircraft Establishment, located in Farn- responsible for ambient noise in the Arctic Ocean. This
borough, Hampshire, England, has a long tradition of interest developed while he spent a year (1986-87) as an
acoustics research related to noise and vibration of exchange seientist at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
aeroacoustic origin. Although perhaps less well known nology (MIT). There he was exposed to the large amounts
there is also a fair amount of underwater acoustics re- of noise data from the Marginal Ice Zone Exercise
search being conducted at this establishment. (MIZEX). His principal contacts at MIT were Professors

This work comes about in support of the Royal Air Dyer and Baggeroer of the Ocean Engineering Depart-
Force's mission in antisubmarine warfare (ASW) which ment.
requires use of sonobuoys in detecting and classifying sub-
marines. The theoretical acoustics work is carried out in
the Air-Sea Warfare Division of the Mission Management Modeling of Ambient Noise in the Arctic
Department. This division is headed by Dr. Dennis Stan- Ocean
field who is well known to the US ASW community. Dr.
Stanfield was an exchange scientist at the Naval Air De- While at MIT Dr. Buckingham, in addition to his re-
velopment Center during the early 1970's. search activities, acted as adviser to a number of students

in both the Ocean Engineering and Civil Engineering De-
Theoretical Acoustics Group partments. As a result of one such collaboration he pub-

lished a paper (Buckingham and Chi-fang, 1987) with
During my visit I spent most of my time with Dr. Chi-fang Chen, a doctoral student working with Ira Dyer.

Michael Buckingham, who is an Individual Merit Senior In this work they suggested the impact of ice flows on the
Principal Officer (IM/SPSO) and heads the Theoretical surface as a possible noise generating mechanism in the
Acoustics Group. He has been with RAE since 1974 and Arctic Ocean below the marginal ice zone. They used
in recent years has spent two periods in the US as an ex- data from recordings of ambient noise made in the Fram
change scientist, the first of which was at the Naval Re- Strait in 1984 during the MIZEX. This data in the form
search Laboratory (NRL) during the period 1981 to 1983. of time series and power spectra were used to postulate a
The size of the group staff varies depending on the pro- theoretical model of the noise generation process which
ject which Buckingham is pursuing at any given time, and was found to be generally consistent with some of the main
how much technical support is required. Working with features in the data. The noise is spikey in character and
him at the present time is Peter Martinson, a very capable reveals a spectral density which varies inversely with

3
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frequency raised to some power, which in a period of 5 resentation of an ice flow. In this model the sphere is as-
days varied from 1.0 to a high value of 3.0. This paper sumed to be an elastic continuum which supports both
concentrated on the bumping of ice flows as the princi- compressional and shear waves simultaneously. The mo-
pal noise generating mechanism. tion of such an object is further complicated by the

To model the situation each ice flow was assumed to presence of the fluid outside the sphere. At the present
act as a neutrally buoyant fluid-filled sphere with a differ- time he is looking at the vibration excited by a spherically
ent sound speed than that of the surrounding water (shear symmetric source arbitrarily located within the sphere in
stresses in the ice are neglected and the sound speed of the absence of fluid loading. Ultimately the fluid loading
the ice is assumed to be twice that of water). During a effects which will substantially complicate the picture will
collision the ice sphere distorts and the ensuing vibrations be included. Dr. Buckingham is fortunate to have Peter
of the sphere radiate sound. The model was further sim- Martinson working with him on this problem due to the
plified to include only the zeroth order mode, in which complexity of the problem and the unwieldy algebraic ex-
the sphere pulsates uniformly. The higher order modes pressions that arise in the evolution of the solution. While
were assumed to be less significant contributors to the far visiting with Buckingham we discussed various ways of
field radiation. The solution to this problem is well known visualizing the results so as to gain some more physical in-
and is presented in terms of the frequency, the sound sight into the complicated vibration patterns that emerge
speed ratio, and the magnitude of the pressure pulsations. with changing frequency.

The magnitude of the pressure pulsations were
determined by the details of the collision process between Other Sources of Ambient Noise
any two ice flows. During contact the ice flows can crack
and break as well as deform due to the force of impact. Also while at MIT Buckingham worked with Profes-
The cracking and breaking give rise to higher frequency sor W.K. Melville of the Civil Engineering Department.
noise than was of interest to this study, but the deforma- Melville is interested in the mechanics of wave breaking
tion process gives rise to low-frequency noise, less than 2 at the air/sea interface, and has demonstrated the import-
kHz, and it is this process that is modeled, ant role of wave breaking in the generation of bubbles and

During the deformation process the spherical- gas transfer at the interface (Melville and Rapp, 1985).
shaped flow was assumed to be incompressible. As the Buckingham is planning to collaborate with Melville on
contact between the ice flows progresses the sphere studies related to the noise generated in conjunction with
radius also increases, so that it acts as a simple acoustic this process. In particular they are planning to make
source. The changing radius was determined using a acoustic measurements in the wave tank at MIT to study
simple linear mass, spring, and damper for the deforma- the coherence characteristics of the noise.
tion process. The source strength so determined was then In past years Buckingham was involved with the de-
convolved with the fundamental solution determined ear- velopment of the Horizontal Array Random Position
lier to yield a time-dependent pressure distribution. The (HARP) system. In this system about a dozen sonobuoys
controlling parameters are the quality factor related to are dropped into position and deployed to their opera-
the damping in the collision process, the volume of the ting depth. While at that position a small number of the
flow, and a frequency which also depends on the mech- sonobuoys are activated as pingers, and the relative posi-
anical properties of the flow, in particular, its size. The tions of all the sonobuoys are determined using a triangu-
typical sizes of the flows can range from a few meters to lation scheme. Once the positions are known the beam
several hundred meters, giving rise to pulse oscillations patterns of the distributed array can be determined
over several orders of magnitude, as is observed in the and used to investigate the sound field. According to
MIZ ambient noise. Buckingham this system has been demonstrated success-

The result for a single collision was generalized to a fully on a number of occasions and he is now hoping to
distribution of collisions over the ice surface and the re- make use of it to record certain underwater acoustic
suits further modified to account for the effect of the events - especially, underwater geysers that can be found
pressure release surface, thereby modifying the directiv- in the waters off the UK.
ity of the generated noise field. The representation used
in this early analysis gave results which are in reasonable Affiliation with the University of
agreement with observations of the noise in the MIZ. Southampton
However, some of the assumptions made in arriving at the
model are difficult to justify physically. In addition to his duties at RAE Dr. Buckingham

Since Buckingham has returned to the UK this past maintains close ties with the University of Southampton
October he has been looking at more refined models of Institute of Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR) where
the collision and radiation processes in the ice flows. In he acts as an adviser to students and occasionally lectures.
particular he is looking at the case of a solid sphere rep- ISVR has a long-established reputation in aeroacoustics

4
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and vibrations research, and Buckingham is seeking to Discussion
develop underwater acoustics research at the university.
Working with a doctoral student he has developed a finite I was impressed with the fact that Dr. Buckingham

element code for underwater sound propagation in a can pursue his research interests over a fairly wide range

channel with an elastic bottom. He was instrumental in of topics as long as they are in some way related to under-

bringing Dr. David Chapman of the Canadian Defense water acoustics. This is probably due to management's

Research Establishment (DREA) to ISVR to enhance recognition of his excellent contribution to more specific

the ISVR efforts in underwater acoustics. I wil be repor- project-related work over the preceding years of his

ting on acoustics research and education at ISVR in a career at RAE. As a result of his two stays in the US and

later article, his contribution to the underwater acoustics activities of
the Acoustical Society of America, he is well known to the
underwater acoustic community in the US. His efforts in

Other Activities in the Air-Sea Warfare helping to expand underwater acoustics activities at the
Division ISVR are to be applauded, and we look forward to in-

creased collaboration between the US and UK scientistsi was also introduced to Dr. L.E.C. Ruskell, who

heads the Sonobuoy R&D group which consists of him-

self and six other professional staff members. He showed
me some actual sonobuoys and discussed how each of References
them works. In the course of his conversation he indicated Buckingham, M.J., and Chi-fang Chen, "Acoustic Ambient Noise in
that many of the designs were very similar to US designs the Arctic Ocean Below the Marginal Ice Zone," Proceedings
of the same vintage. of the Workshop on Surface Generated Noise in the Ocean,

In addition to these two groups there are a number NATO Advanced Research Workshop LaSpazia, Italy (1987).
Melville, W.K. and Ronald J. Rapp, "Momentum Flux in Break

of other groups in the division. These are: Sonobuoy En- Waves," Nature, Vol. 317, No. 6037, 10 October 1985,154-516.
gineering and Trials, Signal and Data Processing, Future
ASW Systems, Active Systems, and the COL Templer
Crew Members. The COL Templer is a seagoing vessel
used to obtain actual full-scale trial data. Besides this
ship, the division has three aircraft at its disposal, includ-
ing a NIMROD and a BAC 111. 8/10/88

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
German Research on the Cognitive Consequences of

Predecision and Postdecision Motivational States
by William Crano. Dr. Crano was the Liaison Scientist for Psychology in Europe and the Middle East
for the Office of Naval Research's London Branch Office from June 1986 through August 1988. He

has returned to Texas A&M University, where he is a Professor of Psychology.

As Julius Caesar crossed the Rubicon with his le- more practical issues of implementation: How are the le-
gions, thereby igniting civil war in Rome, he is said to have gions to be deployed and supplied; where is resistance
stated, "Alea iacta est" - The die is cast. We cannot know most likely to arise; who will fight; who will run - in short,
what was in his mind at that time, but it is a good bet that how will the campaign be won.
his thoughts then were very different from those he enter- The different mindsets, as they are called, which
tained before deciding upon this fateful course of action. guide and influence the process of cognition, have
His predecisional thoughts must have been occupied with been the focus of intensive study by Professor Heinz
the issues of cost and gain, of the likelihood of success and Heckhausen (Head of Munich's Max Planck Institute for
failure, of the implications of his act for himself and for Developmental Psychology) and his associate, Dr. Peter
Rome. Having made the decision and crossed the Rubi- Gollwitzer. This report will outline the theory and some
con, however, his creative mind probably turned to much of the empirical findings of this very productive research
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group. It is my impression that Heckhausen's work will predecisional to postdecisional contexts, since we are
stimulate fundamental changes in research undertaken concerned with very different issues before, or atter hay-
on motivation in psychology (cf. Heckhausen, 1986). ing made, a decision to act in some way (as with Caesar
And, given the importance of motivation in almost all crossing the Rubicon). More controversially, they also
other realms of the field, it is reasonable to assume that hypothesized that not only would the content of pre- and
this program of study will have important implications for postdecision thoughts differ, but that fundamentally dif-
psychology as a whole. ferent cognitive processes would be brought o-i line de-

pending upon status of the decision (pre vs post). In their
Earlier Ideas model, they differentiated predecisional motivati n from

Two distinct research traditions on motivation are postdecisional volition.

evident in the psychological literature. The first was insti- Motivation is the (predecisional) state in which all in-
tuted at the turn of the century by Ash (1905, 1910), who formation relating to a particular choice of action or goal
introduced to psychology the idea of a "determining tend- is (or may be) considered. Foremost among the borms of
ency." A determining tendency is defined as a force that information sought will be the available costs and incen-ency.tives for one goal (or action) over another, expectations
guides behavior in the service of an intended course of ac- osues etc he otationa state pettoni

tion. However, how the course of action became "inten- of success, etc. The motivational state passes to the voli-
ded" - i.e., why a certain outcome was seen as desirable, tional state when the individual makes a decision, or when

and worth working for - was never addressed in Ash's it is made for him, e.g., by outside forces.
work (or in the work of the European will psychologists Volition is the (postdecisional) state of mind that isas a whole, of which Ash's theory is representative)s focused on implementation of the chosen decision. Its

A soeof whadio Ash'steory isrereseativ), exocentral focus is when and how to act in order to maximize
second tradition in motivation research, exmpli- the likelihood of attaining the chosen outcome. In this

flied by the expectancy-value models, are much more com- sttcnieaosof(rhie)vilbelentvs

monly represented in today's psychology (cf. Atkinson, state, considerations of (prechoice) available alternatives

1964). Such models are focused most strongly on the con- are irrelevant, and as such are disregarded. It is the im-

ditions and processes that foster a choice of one course plementation of the decision, rather than a consideration
of the decision's correctness, that lies at the heart of thisover another. In expectancy-value models, to predict mo- mindset.

tivation some value of the desirability of an outcome is iftsewy

combined with the actor's subjective estimate of the prob-
ability of his achieving the outcome. So, if a person views processing activities should be brought into play as a func-
a highly desirable outcome as moderately likely, we would tion of the motivational or volitional nature of the individ-

expect that his motivation to achieve the outcome (as ual's mental state. Receptivity to different types of
measured either in terms of his self-report or actual be- information should occur as a consequence of state, as

havior) would be higher than if the likelihood of the out- should variations in breadth of attention, central and in-
cidental learning processes, and other factors to be dis-come were viewed as remote.

The expectancy-value approaches have been de- cussed over the course of this report. Following are some

veloped in the context of predecisional processes; that is, experimental investigations of the motivation/volition dis-
they have to do with the thoughts and actions of people
who are in the process of making a choice, not with their
thoughts and the consequent behaviors they implement General Overview of the Experiments
after having done so. Some attempts have been made to To provide a reasonable method of testing his ideas,
1translate" this essentially predecisional model to the Heckhausen devised a general experimental paradigm in

postdecisional arena (Atkinson and Raynor, 1974), but which research subjects could be examined immediately

these extensions have been less than completely success- before, or immediately after, having made a dcciion. In

ful. This is not to criticize the expectancy-value models; alloway or tate im ing h decision s

indeed, they have provided psychological research in all ways other than the timing of their decision the sub-

motivation with a firm foundation on which considerable jects who had been randomly assigned to one or another

useful research has been based. However, is it clear that of the experimental conditions were indistinguishable.

a more inclusive approach that accounts not only for In the research, subjects were asked to cons' Jer two
predecision, but for postdecision mental and behavioral stimulus arrays that would serve as the raw data for a testpcitso, iof their creativity, which was to follow. The stimulus at-

rays consisted of two sets of seemingly unrelated pictures,
which the subjects would use in the development of a cre-

Motivation and Volition ative story. The subjects' initial task was to choost, one of
Heckhausen and Kuhl (1985) recently put forward the two arrays, which they then would (purportedly) use

the reasonable proposition that motivation differs from in the test. The importance of the test was stressed, and

6
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given the nature of its subject matter, it is reasonable to * Task-irrelevant thoughts were twice as frequent in the
assume that the college-age students who served as sub- postdecision group than in the predecision group, sug-
jects would take the experimenter's injunctions seriously. gesting that predecisional thought processes are more
They were enjoined from forming hasty decisions, and ad- driven by task considerations than postdecisional pro-
vised to consider all possible aspects of the stimulus ma- cesses.
terials.

Half the subjects in the experiment are asked to make
a decision, and then to perform a task. The task differs Experiment 2: Receptivity to Information
from study to study, and performance on the tasks repre-
sent the central focus of investigation from study to study. The Rubicon model fosters the prediction that

The other half of the subject sample are asked to perform people who are in a predecisional state of mind are like-

the critical task before coming to a decision. Differences ly to process information differently from those who have

between pre- and postdecisional groups allow for a deci- already formed their choice. Individuals in a predecision

sion regarding the validity of Heckhausen's speculations, mindset are more likely to be in an information-search

because subjects in these two conditions should be in dif- mode than those who have already made their choice. As

ferent (i.e., motivational versus volitional) mindsets. such, "predecisionals" should be more receptive to new

This overview provides a general picture of the meth- information, and thus more able to process it. If this hy-

odology employed in the studies to be discussed. The de- pothesis is correct, then the short-term memory span of

pendent measures chosen for consideration vary from those in a predecisional state of mind should appear

one study to the next, as will be seen. The systematic na- greater than that of postdecision individuals.

ture of this series is to me illustrative of the proper utili- To test this hypothesis, Heckhausen and his col-

zation of the scientific method in social research; leagues performed a study that in general design was very

moreover, the results that were gathered in this set of ex- similar to that of Experiment 1. The major difference be-

pcriments shed considerable light on the validity of the tween the studies (in addition to the change of depend-

Rubicon model, as Heckhausen has chosen to call his the- ent variable) was that a learning test was administered

ory. before the commencement of the stimulus choice (or de-
cision-making task). In the learning trials, subjects were
exposed to short lists of words, and asked to memorize

Experiment 1: Thought Contents them. The first two lists contained five one-syllable
nouns (house, tree, art), the two middle lists, six notons,

Heckhausen has postulated that people are moti- and the last two lists seven nouns. After a list was read,
vated to attend to different features of the environment the subject was to repeat the words it contained, in order.
as a consequence of the stage at which they find them- Performance on this task served as a baseline indicator of
selves in the decision-making process. To put this idea to each subject's short-term memory span.
the test, half the subjects of Experiment I were asked 90 Then, as in Experiment 1, subjects were asked to
seconds after viewing the last of the stimulus slides, but make a choice between one of two sets of stimulus pic-
before making their choice of stimuli, to list their most re- tures, which would bc used (purportedly) to facilitate
cent thoughts. This same request was made of the re- their performance on a personally relevant test of crea-
maining subjects %0 seconds after they had made their tivity. Also as in the first study, half the subjects were in-
choice of stimuli. terrupted before their decision, and asked to work briefly

Thoughts were classified as motivational, volitional, on another task. The interposed task involved their learn-
or task-irrelevant, by scorers who were unaware of the ingfive short lists of words. The remaining half of the sub-
measurement condition of the respondent whose answers ject sample learned the lists immediately after having
they were judging. Frequencies of the three types of made their choice.
thoughts were analyzed, and the results disclosed some Did the groups differ in learning score as a conse-
interesting (and statistically significant) differences as a quence of this manipulation? As before, the results were
consequence of experimental condition: very interesting, and fully compatible with theoretical ex-
* On average, the frequency of mutivational thoughts of pectations:

subjects who had not yet made a choice of stimulus ma- * The baseline learning test disclosed no initial differen-
terial was nearly five times that of subjects in the post- ces between predecisional and postdecisional subjects.
decision measurement condition. In other words, the two groups did not differ initially

" Conversely, the frequency of motivational thoughts of on short-term memory span. Differences between the
subjects who had made their choice of stimulus materi- groups on subsequent tests, therefore, cannot reason-
al was three times that of the respondents in the prede- ably be attributed to preexisting differences in mem-
cision condition. ory capacity.

7
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* However, the predecision subjects showed a marked perimental conditions solved in a limited period of time.
(statistically significant) improvement in memory span As will be seen, the results supported Heckhausen's mo-
between baseline and posttest measurements, while tivational model along with his interpretation of the first
baseline and posttest performance of postdecision two studies, and rendered implausible the general, non-
subjects were indistinguishable, specific activation hypothesis:

These are exciting findings. They suggest that the * Analysis disclosed no initial (baseline) differences be-
learning performance of subjects who were initially indis- tween the two groups.
tinguishable could be altered substantially, and in a pre- * And, there were no differences between the pre- and
dictable manner, by varying the time - predecisional or postdecisional groups in posttest performance.
postdecisional - at which the performance is undertaken. This pattern of results suggests that general, non-
Memory performance of subjects in the midst of a deci- specific motivation cannot reasonably be viewed as re-
sion-in a motivational mindset, to use Heckhauser's sponsible for the superior performance of the
phrasing - was improved relative to that which they had motivational subjects of Experiments 1 and 2. Of course,
displayed only minutes previously. Performance of sub- it is hazardous to base much on a null result; in combina -
jects who had already decided upon a course of action tion with the first two experiments, however, and in light
was unchanged from that which they displayed on the pre- of the competing predictions derived from the motiva-
test. Not incidentally, the similarity of pretest perfor- tional and the nonspecific activation hypotheses, the re-
mance of the two groups in conjunction with laterlearning suits of Experiment 3 can be viewed as clearly supportive
difference suggests that the motivational mindset actually of Heckhausen's Rubicon model. They provide no evi-
improves memory, not that the volitional mindset attenu- dence in favor of the nonspecific motivation explanation.
ates it.

Of course, it is not all clear sailing from here. There
exist some plausible alternative explanations of the results Experiment 4: Central and Incidental
of the first two experiments, and one of the most compell- Memory
ing of these is examined in Experiment 3.

The findings of Experiment 2 on the influence of
Experiment 3: General (Nonspecific) mental set on short-term memory are very important. If

these results are replicated and confirmed, they will have
Activation or Motivation Effects both theoretical and practical implications for ap-

A reasonable alternative explanation to the startling proaches to teaching, training, and learning. However,
findings of fieckhausen's research group is that interrupt- for Heckhausen's theory, the data pose an interesting
ing a task causes a general, nonspecific, increase in moti- question. The theory is formed on the explicit expecta-
vation. Such activation would produce effects similar to tion that people in whom a motivational mental set has
those found in the first two experiments, independent of been established will be more open to information, more
the motivational/volitional distinction that is purportedly likely to see the broad picture - in short, will exhibit a
crucial to the proper understanding of human cognitive broader breadth of attention to the stimulus field in their
functioning. attempt to solve the problem confronting them. This con-

To test this possibility, the researchers reasoned that ceptualization does allow for the (successful) prediction
enhanced general activation would be especially evident of the central memory differences obtained in the second
in situations involving highly overlearned tasks-e.g., experiment; but it is more directly supportive of an expec-
simple arithmetic problems - where working memory tation for differences in incidental memory, which were
would be most heavily implicated. However, variations in not examined in Experiment 2.
working memory capacity would not be expected to vary Incidental memory is concerned with features of the
as a consequence of decisional status. Accordingly, stimulus field that are not directly the focus of task at
Heckhausen and his colleagues performed a study in hand, but which nonetheless impinge on the individual's
which subjects in a pre- or postdecisional state of mind attention. For example, most of us have experienced the
were asked to solve a set of simple arithmetic problems. usually embarrassing encounter in which a friend pres-
In general design, this study, Experiment 3, mimicked that ents us with a complicated mathematical puzzle, verbally,
of Experiment 2. and at the end asks not the results of our calculations, but

As before, bascline data were collected. Then, sub- some other, completely incidental bit of information that
jects were asked to work on a decision; half the subjects he or she passed on in posing the problem. This is a rough
were tested before they were allowed to make the deci- example of the kind of thing that cognitive psychologists
sion, the others immediately afterwards. The critical de- do when studying incidental learning. If the Rubicon
pendent measure in this study was the number of simple model operates as Heckhausen has proposed, then in-
arithmetic problems the subjects in the different ex- cidental as well as central memory processes should be

St
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improved in the motivational mindset conditions, relative itial memory differences were taken into account, and
to performance of volitional subjects. adjusted statistically.

To test this possibility, Gollwitzer and Heckhausen * While the replication of earlier results was important,
(1987) performed a study that was in general design, but perhaps crucial, the most interesting results have to do
not detail, similar to that of the first three experiments with the incidental data. Analysis disclosed that moti-
presented in this report. Subjects were told that they vationalsubjectscorrectlyidentifiedsignificantlymore
were going to have to play the role of a personnel direc- of the incidental nouns than the volitional subjects. As
tor who would have to decide between one of two individ- in the analysis of central learning, this difference re-
uals who were competing for the same job. Before mained even after initial differences in learning ability
beginning, they completed a test of memory that was ap- had been controlled.
parently unrelated to the judgment task. * The superiority of the motivational mindset subjects

Then, subjects were provided (via written material was not a consequence of their simply checking more
and slides) the information on which to base their judg- of the 24 (incidental) possibilities; analysis of the fre-
ment. Half were interrupted before making their deci- quency of incorrect choices disclosed no differences
sion, and given a second memory test. The remaining between the motivational and volitional groups.
subjects were allowed to decide, and then were tested.

The second memory test consisted of a series of six Some Concluding Observations
slides. Each slide contained a sentence; together, the six
slides (sentences) formed a story. Ostensibly, the task The distinction between motivational and volitional
was to memorize the sentences verbatim. However, all mindsets seems to me to offer a means of revitalizing an
was not quite so straightforward, for two incidental nouns important area of psychology, motivation, that recently
were attached to each sentence. Placed above the first had given clear signs of running out of creative energy.
word of each sentence, and below the last word, were Indeed, to me Heckhausen's idea is so plausible it deser-
nouns that had nothing whatever to do with the story yes to be right, even if it isn't. Happily, the data give every
being learned. They were colored differently from the indication that he is on the right track.
other words in the sentences (green vs. black), and were The importance of Heckhausen's research series for
chosen so that they were equally and highly familiar to the basic theory is difficult to overestimate. In my opinion,
German-speaking subjects. this work has the potential to revolutionize research not

At the end of the learning episode, the subjects at. only in motivation, but in learning theory as well. The
tempted to recall the sentences exactly as they were practical applications of the motivational-volitional dis-
presented. Then, they were given a booklet that con- tinction, too, have great potential. It is reasonably Clear
tained 24 nouns, 12 of which were the incidental nouns that this work will occupy the research energies of psy-
that had been presented. Their task was simply to recog- chologists for some time to come. The full implications
nize and indicate which of the 12 incidental nouns had ap- of the Rubicon model have yet to be even thought of,
peared (in green) on the slides they had viewed, much less explored. Psychology will profit as these ex-

As described here, the experiment contained both a plorations proceed.
central learning task (which was included for the sake of As yet, there is little published material on
replicating Experiment 2) and an incidental learning task Heckhausen's model. However, as time goes by, we can
(clearly mandated by theory-based expectations). The expect to encounter more and more research on motiva-
results of this study are exceptionally encouraging from tional versus volitional mind sets in the pages of our ex-
the standpoint of the validity of the Rubicon model. The perimental, cognitive, and even social psychological
direct learning results clearly replicated the findings of journals. I hope that this report has given some insight
the earlier study: into this important development, and that it has provided
" There were no differences between subjects in the two readers with a brief head-start in thinking about, and per-

experimental conditions on the first memory test, haps even conducting research on, what promises to be a
which established a learning baseline against which to research series that will alter fundamentally the ways we
compare later performance. This is important and think about thinking.
necessary, because it indicates that any subsequent dif.
ferences that might be found cannot be attributed to References
preexisting variations in the subject samples.

" As in Experiment 2, subjects in the motivational mind- Ash, N., Uber die Wilensatigkeit und das Denken, (Goftingen:
Vandenhoeok and Ruprecht, 1905)setrecalledsignificantlymoreofthe(central)informa- Ash, N., Uber den Wilensakft und des TMprament; (Leipzig:

tion presented in the six story-sentences than volitional Quelle and Meyer, 1910).
subjects. This difference was significant even after in- Alkinon, J.W., An thimduction to MoEvation, PrIn *, Van Nos-

trand, 1964).
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Atkinson, J.W., and J.O. Raynor, Motivation and Achievement, Heckhausen, H., and J. Kuhl, *From Wishes to Action: The Dead
(Washington, DC: Winston, eds., 1974). Ends and Short Cuts on the Long Way to Action," in M. Frese

Gollwiter, P. M., and H. Heckhausen, Breadth of Attention and the and J. Sabini, eds., Goal-direced Behavior Psychological
Counter-plea Heuristic: Further Evidence on the Motivational Theory and Research on Action, (fillsdale, New Jersey: Ed-
vs. Volitional Mindset Distinction, (preprint 11/87, Max- baum, 1985).
Planck-Insitute for Psychological Research, 1967).

Heckhausen, H., "Wy Some Time Out Might Benefit Achievement
Mobvation Research," in J. H. L. van den Bercken, E. E. J., De
Bruyn, and T. C. M. Bergen, ads., Achievement and Task Mo-
tivation, (Berwyn: Swets North America Inc./ Usse: Swets & 7/19/88
Zeitiinger B.V., 1986).

COMPUTER SCIENCES
Computer Science at the University of Bremen
by Daniel J. Collins. Dr. Collins was the Liaison Scientist for Aeronautics in Europe and the Middle

East for the Office of Naval Research's London Branch Office. He has returned to the Naval
Postgraduate School where he is a Professor of Aeronautical Engineering.

Founded in 1971, the University of Bremen is a rela- Theory of Programinag. With the purpose of improv-
tively young university as far as German universities are ing programing and minimizing errors, data types are in-
concerned. My visit to the Computer Science Depart- troduced into programing languages. Data types form
ment and to the Statistics Group, which is also a part of algebras within the language so it is possible to define
the Fachbereich Mathematik und Informatik, was in part operations, sorts, and denote data carriers (Kreowski,
motivated by the fact that it is a young department. The 1987). By application of algebraic theory it should then
univeioity, numbering about 8000 students, has around be possible to prove the correctness of a given piece of
500 students enrolled in computer science. (This number software and thus ensure the reliability of the final pro-
of students might be contrasted with the 2000 or so coin- gram. This idea is the purpose of the research. The con-
puter science students in each of the Berlin and Munich cepts of rule-driven generation of patterns, decidability,
universities.) The staff consists of 10 professors and 29 and complexity of graphical languages all fit within this
assistants of whom 10 are paid from outside funds. Most framework.
of the assistants are probably working for their doctor- PROSPECTRA. Professor B. Krieg-Bruckner is
ates. The computer science organization appears to be working on the ESPRIT project PROSPECTRA (pro-
oriented towards the American departmental organiza- gram development by specification and transformation)
tion rather than the German institute structure. A soft- (Krieg-Bruckner, 1988). The projects aim is to develop a
ware technology center is planned for the university and rigorous methodology for the development of correct
this might have an interesting impact on the department. ADA software. The starting point for the correct soft-

I will discuss the computer science department first ware is a formal requirements specification. Further de-
and then the statistics group. velopment is obtained by stepwise transformation that

guarantees a prior correctness so that a validation step is
not necessary. The transformation idea has previously

Computer Science Department been applied only to experimental computer languages.
One of the problems with the current approach in PROS-

My host for my visit to the Computer Science Depart- PECTRA is its inability to handle scheduling; the present
ment (CSD) was Professor H. Kreowski. The research is approach is to separate out all scheduling aspects of the
conducted in the fields of theory of computation, theory program. Four universities in Germany, a university in
of programing, programing languages, data base systems, Scotland, and companies in France, Denmark, and Spain
computer networks, pattern recognition, computer are working on the project.
graphics, software engineering, expert systems, and the
computer and society and the computer and law. There Statistics Group
is a bulletin available from Kreowski which lists the re-
search interests of CSD in detail. For the purposes of this Professor H. Kinder indicated that the main research
article I would like to highlight only some of the activities, activity in the Statistics Group (three professors and six
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assistants) is in areas of applicaiton areas where statistics Conudsions
form an important part of some experiment. The appli- The computer science department is a young, active
cations require general statistic methods such as linear department with special interest in the development of
models, case studies methods, asymptotic methods, and methods which ensure correct software. The results of
bootstrap methods. What is interesting in the work is not the ESPRIT project should be particularly interesting
so much the methods, some of which are well known, but since these project are designed to lead to a commercial
the wide application that these methods have in a variety project. The applied research of the statistics group is in-
of sciences. Thus, much of the research of the group is tret in its e reah

done with people from other disciplines. The following teresting in its very breath.

paragraph has two examples of the applications areas.
Biological applications extend from the estimation of References

the growth curve of Krill in Antarctic waters to the study Kvowskl, H., 'Some iI"I Section of the Allgabalc-Spocification
Tale," European Association of Theetical Computr Sconce

of disturbanes in circadian rhythm (Vicker et. al., 1988). tin Bericht (January, 1967).
In toxicology, current projects include the effect of herbi- Krieg-ruckner, B., "Algeoaic Formalisation of Program Dovlop-
cides on plants, the effect of heavy metals on mutation mont by Transformation," in Gazinger ED Proc European
rates, and a long-range study, which has lasted 15 years, Symposium on Programing, (1968).

rVicke, M. G., J EDecker, G. Gbaur, W. Schill, and L Rensing "Circa-
on the effect of smog on a population. In medical appli- dian rhythm of cell cycle processes in the marine dinoflage-
cations decisions must be made on which is the better late Gonyaulax Polyedra," Chruoiology Inermational (in
therapy for a sickness given one or more approaches and Press, 1968).

methods based on previous records designed to improve
diagnostics. The list which I was given includes some 21
projects with 20 publications that the Statistics Group is
now working on. The diversity of the groups's work and
interest I found in it have changed my ideas about statis- 8/11/68
tics.

Parallel Computing at Santiago

by Paul RoFman. Dr. Rman was the Liaison Scienist for Physics in Europe and the Middle East for
the Office of Naval Research's London Branch OfMice from Septemler 1964 to SeWnter &98.

The Computer Science Division at the ancient but numbers of data points, features, and dusters cost-opti-
recently most successfully modernized University of San- mally by hypercube computers of arbitrary cube dimen-
tiago de Compostela in Northwestern Spain belongs sion.
(somewhat surprisingly, but, in my opinion, quite rightly) The only limitation is the size of the local memories
to the Faculty of Physical Sciences. It has eight faculty of the processors. The scheme owes its flexibility to the
members of professional status, and produces about two association of each of the three dimensions of the prob-
Ph.D.'s per year. The research activities are organized lem (i.e., number of data points, features, and dusters)
along two main streams: artifical intelligence and parallel with a distinct subset of hypercube dimensions.
computing. The first activity has been described in a In another, as yet unpublished paper Zapata de-
longer article (ESNIB 88-08:20-23[19881); this note is con- scribes the design of a pattern-fuzzy-duster, using a sys-
cerned with the second area of research. tolic array. One of the most popular techniques for fuzzy

The research in parallel computing is directed by a clustering aims to achieve a minimal squared error with-
young, sedate, energetic scientist, Professor E. L. Zapata. in the group. But making fuzzy clustering systems practi-
His main interest, at this time, is the theory of optimiza- cally feasible is hampered by requirements of computer
tion of array processors. In particular, he is concerned time and storage. Recent advances in very-large-system-
with finding parallel algorithms for a hypercube architec- integration (VLSI) technology have led to the idea of im-
ture. His major goal is to reduce the number of proces- plementing clustering techniques directly in the
sors needed for particular classes of tasks. hardware. In fact, the extensive vector and matrix calcu-

In one of his very recent projects he describes what lations involved in minimum variance clustering make sys-
he calls the "parallel fuzzy clustering mechanism," which tolic architectures especially suited for such applications.
is a parallel algorithm for fuzzy clustering on large data Now, Zapata's proposition presents a VLSI systolic archi-
sets. This algorithm makes it possible to handle arbitrary tecture for fuzzy clustering. It is based on elemental mo-
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dules. The modularity and the regularity of the proposed Although I am surely not competent in this field, I
architecture make it suitable for VLSI implementation. think that the Santiago parallel computing group's work
Zapata demonstrated that the total processing time for dcscrvcs carc:ful attention.
each pass of membership-function and cluster-center-up-
dating is, essentially, dominated by the time required to
fetch the cluster center matrix once. e/11 /8

CONTROL SYSTEMS
Controls Research in Switzerland

by Daniel J. Collins. Dr. Collins ws the Liason Scietist for Aerxmats in Europe and the Middle
East for the Ofce of Naval Reseawh's London Branch Ofice. He his ~m to the Naval Posrad-

uafe School where he is a Proessor of Aeronautical Enginerng.

Research in control theory in Switzerland is centered optimized under the requirement that aN closed-loop
at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) polesbe located left of thej-o axis a given distance, d, with
in Zurich and at the Polytechnic School in Lausanne the result that asymptotic regulation and disturbance re-
(EPFL), which has a student body of about 3000- about jection is ensured for the class of perturbation that does
one-fourth the enrollment of ETH. I will begin the dis- not exceed the excess stability margin. Another advant-
cussion with a review of the work at the ETH followed by age is that there are no constraints on the poles and zeros
a discussion of work at EPFL. of the plant with this method.

In identification, methods of parameter estimation

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology are being investigated. In particular, the department is
studying a new approach involving parameter-weighted

My visit to ETH was limited to the Department of least squares fitting which permits minimization of an es-
Automatic Control, which is responsible for the teaching timate of the relative error. Both direct fitting and recur-
of control theory in the School of Electrical Engineering. sive fitting are being considered. In the case of adaptive
My host for the visit was Professor M. Mansour. The pro- control, emphasis is on control of systems in which there
fessional teaching and research staff numbers 32; six stu- are large state and parameter variations.
dents are presently pursuing the doctorate degree. The There are a variety of applications for the theoretical
two full professors in the department are Mansour and W. studies. An experimental program which is ideal for the
Schaufelberger. Research in the Department of Auto- study of robust controllers is being conducted on a double
matic Control has three major directions: theory, coin- inverse pendulum. This experiment is also being used to
puter control, and computer aided design of control study strategies of transferring a nonlinear system from
systems. one equilibrium point to another. For a simpte-inOi

Theory. In the theoretical investigations the major pendulum the system works quite well. Work is just be-
emphasis is in two areas, that of robust control and that of ginning on the double pendulum, which is a rather more
identification and adaptive control. Mansour has recent- difficult problem. Although this experiment may seem
ly reported on the necessary and sufficient conditions for academic, the ideas involved have direct application to ro-
the stability of discrete systems with parameters in a cer- botic motion and, perhaps as a result, the department has
tain domain of the parameter space (Mansour, Kraus, a cooperative program in robotics with IBM.
1987). Typically one would expect that all corners of the Large power systems are being analyzed with respect
polyhedron would be needed to insure stability analog to to online stability, identification, and adaptive control.
the weak Kharitonov theorem. It is shown however that The power system involves the concepts of decentralized
the robust stability of Schur polynomials depends only on control and of hierarchical control. Finally, the depart-
a relatively small number of corners, which is analog to ment is doing work in the modeling with robut and adap-
the strong Kharitonov theorem. Further work in this area tive controllers of heating and air-conditioning systems.
has been the development of a new synthesis method for Computer Cntrol. The emphasis in this area is on
designing H 00 controllers. The excess stability margin is the development of real-time software. Real-time soft-
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ware involves a whole series of concepts which have par- Projects. One of the more interesting projects is con-
ticular application to process control. Normally a model- cerned with air-to-air interception by a missile. In this
following system is used which emulates, perhaps, a project the guidance and control of a modern air-air
rather complex and nonlinear process. This modeling, if missile based upon linear programing and upon sliding
it is to be an effective part of a process control system, mode control is considered. The use of a sliding mode
must be in real time so that operators of the system can controller is the most interesting idea of the project.
effect timely changes or, indeed, insure in some cases the Some reduced dimensional analysis is also included. The
integrity of the system. A physical model of a power net- control system appears to be very effective in multiple en-
work system has been developed in the department, and gagements. Unfortunately, publications are not available
computer solutions to control problems under real-time on the project.
conditions are being analyzed on this model. One of the strong points of the institute is the use of

Computer Aided Control System Design. One of the numerical control in manufacturing equipment. A coin-
strong points of the Department of Automatic Control is plete test bed with hydraulic actuators on a machine lathe
in computer aided control system design (CACSD). Dr. has been developed in the laboratory to test control algo-
C. Rimvall, who did his doctoral dissertation (1986) at rithms. A new command system for two-dimensional ma-
ETH, gave me a demonstration of the CACSD computer chine contouring has been developed on this test bed.
package with what I thought somewhat impressive results. The feedback signal (position of tool) is used in identifi-
The system is based on the computer code IMPACT, cation and adjustment of the parameters of the system
which is a computer aided design (CAD) code designed which is part of the adaptive controller. This information
to serve both the inexperienced user and the expert con- is used in a feedback loop whose output signal is propor-
trol designer. A menu-driven system permits the novice tional to the estimation of the perturbations in the system.
to access complex control system algorithms with a mini- In addition, there is a feedforward loop and a regular con-
mum of help. For the expert there is a full-fledged struc- trol loop. The test bed has been instrumented, and soft-
ture command language with many of the elements of a ware is available to permit the comparison of different
higher computer language. Several data structures are control strategies (Hulliger and Longchamp, 1987). The
supported for state space or frequency domain repre- adaptive control algorithm is clearly superior to other al-
sentation of high-order systems with nonlinearities. Im- gorithms in minimizing the displacement error of the tool.
pact is written in ADA and has interfaces to control A similar numerical control approach to the rotation of a
algorithms written in Fortran. Since CACSD involves cement kiln has resulted in considerable energy savings.
many different control algorithms and control methods, The controller is adaptive and hierarchical in nature and
the system is being supplied with an expert system (arti- causes the process to be more continuous, with the result-
ficial intelligence), ing energy saving.

There are several other activities in the department Theory. The institute has a strong effort in adaptive
which I have chosen only to list. These include other soft- control algorithms as can be seen from the project discus-
ware programs used in teaching, modeling and control of sion. The development of on-line identification algo-
biological system, and pattern recognition and analysis of rithms complements or is indeed necessary for the
transportation systems. Further information on these ac- adaptive algorithms work. The identification algorithms
tivities and others not mentioned are available through a are based on recursive least square methods. Polynomial
departmental report which can be obtained from Profes- methods are used in the command law in the identifica-
sor Mansour. tion algorithms in order to decrease computational com-

plexity and obtain real-time control.
In the area of robust and adaptive control the main

Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne effort has been on the use of a sliding mode controller to
handle conditions in which there are errors in the control

The Control Institute at EPFL is directed by Profes- signal and in the modeling of the system. Simulation has
sor R. Longchamp. The professional staff numbers about shown that an adaptive and robust system - not only for
18 with six students pursuing their doctorates. Much of static model errors but also for time varying modeling er-
the research in the institute is project-oriented for spe- rors -results from the application of the sliding mode
cific industrial applications. This industrial work sup- controller. Thus this method of analysis is applicable to
ports about 50 percent of the staff. More theoretical rcconfiguration algorithms.
investigation are in the area of robust and adaptive con- Finally, in the area of computer aided design for con-
trol and in computer aided design systems for control trol systems an effort is being made to develop a computer
(CAO). I shall discuss some of the more interesting pro- code for the use at the institute. [ believe this work is just
jects and then comment on the theoretical work. starting.
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Conclusion References

A larger effort in controls is taking place at ETH than Huliger, P. and Longchamp, R., "Contournage
at EPFL. This is clearly due to the difference in size of CNC, les Nouveaux Algorithms," Marche Suisse des Ma-
the two universities. ETH has completed some signifi- chines 14, (Goldach, 1987), 9403.
cant theoretical work in the area of robust control Corn- Mansour, M. and F. Kuaus, On Robust Stability of
puter aided design of control systems is also a very strong Schur Poymials, ETH Report No. 87-05 (1987).
point in the control department at ETH. The work at Rimvall, C. Man-Machine Interfaces and Implemen-
ECFP shows some excellent applications of control the- tation Issues in Computer-Aided Control System Design,
ory to industrial problems. The institute also appears to doctoral dissertation, ETH Zurich, (1986).
have developed a very effective adaptive control algo-
rithm for numerical control of machines. My conclusion
is that the controls work in Switzerland is of high order in
both fundamental and applied research. 8/11/88

The Pearl Program and Process Control at the University of Hannover

by Daniel J. Collins.

The Control Institute of the University of Hannover systems and hierarchical systems. More significant is the
in West Germany is directed by Professor M. Thoma, who possibility to reconfigure the systems through the soft-
is past president of the International Federation of Auto- ware- i.e., PEARL. Several other features of the ian-
matic Control (IFAC). Among many other activities guage are specifically directed at process control.
Thoma is also general editor of Springer Verlag's Lecture At the University of Hannover's computer center
Notes in Control and Information Sciences series. PEARL is used in conjunction with RTOS, a real-time

The research staff of the Control Institute numbers operating system also developed by staff of the control in-
around 23, and typically, five of the staff obtain their doc- stitute. The institute's more recent work has been the de-
toral degrees each year. The main research effort of the velopment of a real-time data base processor using
institute is the modeling and control of biological and RTOS/PEARL. As can be seen, one of the continuing ac-
chemical processes. Process control can be exceedingly tivities of the institute is software development of
complicated and involve multitasking, hierachical con- PEARL, of real-time operating systems, and of multipro-
trol, real-time programing, nonlinear control systems, and cessor systems. One aspect of this activity has been the
data base handling. Indeed these complications form the extension of the PEARL language to microcomputers.
basic elements of the research program at the institute. With respect to hardware implementation of some of the
Just as a good nomenclature can make certain mathemati- software concepts it is interesting to note that the institute
cal problems simple, a good software language can struc- has developed its own computers and cards in the past.
ture and facilitate solutions to process control problems. Multiprocessor computers based on the chip 68000 are
A unifying theme at the institute is the use of the language now being developed for process control.
PEARL (Process and Experiment Automation Real- Research in the biological and chemical processing
Time Language) as a vehicle for the study of multiproces- area is fairly specific in that it is concerned with an im-
sor and real-time systems and as the programing language mediate industrial process. In single-cell protein pro-
used in the development of control systems. cesses there are three aspects of the problem:

PEARL was developed by Professor W. Gerth of the mathematical modeling, parameter identification, and
institute about 7 years ago. The language has met with adaptive control. Thoma has investigated biological
some success in West Germany and is now commercially growth processes in vats and in tower loop bioreactors. A
distributed. The language structure includes real-time current example of this work is the modeling of the dyna-
commands, multitasking, abstract data types, and a modu- mics of the growth and production ofpenicillium chrysoge-
lar construction. One of the important features of the lan- num undergoing both quiescent growth in a bioreactor
guage is the ability to specify the hardware configuration. and aeration of the fermentation broth. When one real-
Thus the language is suitable for distributed processor izes that over 12,000 tons of penicillin is produced a year,
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the importance of the process becomes evident. Since observer to obtain the pendulum inclination angle. Work
much of the work in this area is company-specific it is of is now directed to a nontrivial extension of the experiment
a proprietary nature. to a double inverted pendulum. This latter work is part of

In order to reduce the complexity of large-scale sys- a doctoral thesis.
tems, decentralized controller and hierarchically con- The nonlinear railroad system consists of two trains
posed subsystems are introduced in the modeling. There on a double track system which has a single track over
can be two aspects of the decomposition - one called which both trains must travel in the opposite direction as
multilayer systems, in which the control of the system is they traverse the system. One train is considered to be
divided into layers which operate at different times, and the fast train with a fixed time schedule which should not
the other, called multilevel systems, where the control ac- be delayed by the slow train, which may be sidetracked at
tions of lower levels are coordinated by processors at given locations. The problem is: given any initial position
higher levels in a hierarchical manner. Current work is of the two trains and the given track layout, develop a con-
on concepts in two-level hierarchical systems involving trol strategy that insures the proper scheduling of the
decentralized observers with model reduction concepts trains. The train positions and velocity are sensed at given
used to reduce the number of states of the system. track locations. The controller can vary the velocity and

Two rather elegant experimental examples of nonli- positions of the trains. Time optimal and energy optimal
near controllers which have been developed in the labor- solution have been obtained for this problem with im-
atory are contained in an inverted pendulum system and plementation in the PEARL language and with the help
a model railroad system. The classical inverted pendu- of spline function. I believe this is the first time a prob-
lum problem is to balance an inverted pendulum over a lem such as this has been solved completely.
given position on a moving car. Normally the car is con-
fined to a track which is also the plane of the pendulum Conclusions
motion. The track is positioned at a level which permits
the pendulum to hang in the down position without touch- The software developments of the University of Han-
ing the floor. There are then two aspects of the problem: nover's Control Institute greatly facilitate the resolution
first, starting from the down position, to invert the pen- of the research problems considered by the staff. Some
dulum (up position) and once it is in the up position to, very applied work is coupled with fundamental investiga-
second, stabilize the motion over a given point on the tion of multilevel and nonlinear systems. The experience
track. The stabilization part is fairly easy since it involves of the staff is ideally suited to the the development of
small displacement, and one can use a linear controller. multiprocessor and real-time systems. One of the strong
The inversion part is difficult since the motion is nonli- points of the center is in process control of chemical and
near. In the institute's setup the PEARL language is used biological systems.
to switch from the linear to the nonlinear controller. An-
other distinguishing feature of the system from several
other inverted pendulums that I have seen is the use of an 7/25/88

ELECTRONICS
The 5th International Conference on

Semi-Insulating IIIV Materials
by Howard Lessoff and Wen Tseng. Drs. Lessoff and Tseng are both from the Electronics Science

and Technology Division of the Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C.

Introduction strates becomes a key issue. This meeting, the 5th Con-
ference of the series, had as its main emphasis the prep-

As the lll-V semiconductors play an increasing role aration and characterization of III-V SI materials. The
in electronic and optoeclectronic technology, the need for location of the 5th International Conference was at the
stable and uniform semi-insulating (SI) layers and sub- Old Town Hall in Malmo, Sweden, on I through 3 June
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1988. There were two receptions, one held in Malmo and implantation, P. Suchet (Laboratoire d'Elect et de Physic
the other at the historical and beautiful University of Appliqude, France [LEP), reported the stability of post-
Lund. The conference was attended by 186 scientists annealed substrates. Although substrates from various
from 20 different countries. The meeting consisted of venders and boules appear very uniform and homogene-
seven sessions including a rump session on Thursday eve- ous prior to implantation, after implantation some of the
ning 2 June. There was a total of 14 invited and 94 con- substrates appeared quite nonhomogeneous and were
tributed papers. The meeting technique used was a not suitable for devices.
combination of invited talks, posted papers and general
discussion. Compensation and Characterization of

There were no simultaneous sessions so that all the Cofes
attendees could be at all the presentations. Each session Defects
started with one or two invited papers followed by a time This defects session raised perhaps more questions
set aside for reading the various contributed papers that than were answered. It is apparent that there is limited
were posted on bulletin boards. This was then followed knowledge as to what are the dominant shallow acceptors
by a discussion period, via questions and answers, of the in SI GaAs. Among the suggested shallow acceptors,
posted papers. The procedure did lead to improved dis- carbon has been considered to be the dominant impurity
cussions of the papers when they were being read since and was part of the 3-level model to achieve SI GaAs. L.
an author was expected to be available at his poster. But Sargent (University of Oregon Graduate Center)
it did not lead to general discussion for there was a tend- presented data that indicate the formation of undoped SI
ency for the participants to read only those papers in GaAs that is nearly carbon free. There was a lot of dis-
which they had a direct interest. cussion as to whether the current models are adequate to

The session consisted of the following subjects: de- explain the SI behavior of GaAs, especially in light of
fect dynamics, epitaxy with applications, bulk growth, measurements of the carbon content. The role that carb-
compensation and characterization, transition metals and on plays in SI GaAs is not understood- a number of
point defect identifications, mapping, and the rump ses- papers presenting differing conclusions. According to E.
sion on what was needed to insert gallium arsenide Weber and M. Kaminska (University of California, Ber-
(GaAs) into current system applications. Because of the kelcy), positron annihilation experiments have demon-
large number of papers presented it will not bc practical strated the existence of large concentrations of
to discuss each but rather to hit upon some of the high- vacancy-related defects which have not yet been electri-
lights of the meeting. This selection will admittedly be cally characterized. K. Chino (Sumitomo Metals Mining
biased based upon our personal interests. The con- Company, Ltd.) said that Sumitomo has grown undoped
ference proceedings are scheduled to be published in late SI GaP using the liquid encapsulated Czochralski (LEC)
1988 or early 1989. process with PBN crucibles, and that there appears to be

a native deep donor phosphorus on a gallium site which
Defects in Semi-Insulating Material plays a significant role in the SI properties.

In the defect session, D.C. Look (Wright State
University, Dayton, Ohio) presented an overview of an-
nealing, and the creation and reduction of the native de- R.Y. Koyama (TriQuint Semiconductor, Beaverton,
fects, especially EL2 concentration. D. Hurle of the UK's Oregon) pointed out in an invited paper the need for
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment (RSRE) dis- major improvements in material and device processing if
cussed native defects as related to the control of crystal the promise of III-V semiconductors for integrated cir-
growth and the stoichiometry of the melt. A considerable cuits is to be achieved. Among the parasitic effects that
number of papers were presented on the influence of an- need addressing are low-frequency noise, transients,
nealing on defects, both native and extrinsic. A number radiation tolerance, and especially"backgating" as experi-
of investigators attempted to relate or project device uni- enced via the nonuniformity of the pinch-off voltage in
formity to a number of parameters including: (1) the Si field effect transistors (FET's). Which of the problems
wafer resistivity, (2) EL2 concentration and distribution are related to processing and which are related to the ma-
in the substrate, and (3) the presence of excess arsenic in terial technology has not yet been resolved. Among the
the melt during crystal growth. Y. Kitagawara (Shin-Etsu techniques discussed to reduce the backgating were use
Handotai Co., Ltd., Japan) reported the presence of ar- of shielding structures, proton implantations, and guard
senic precipitates approximately 100A in size, in crystals rings. The variation in EL2 could not be correlated with
grown with excess arsenic. He also discussed the nonuni- variation of carbon concentration in the SI GaAs. (This
formity of GaAs boules from the seed to tail being due to also further expanded the carbon discussion in the pre-
the thermal history of the boule during growth. Using ion vious session.)
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A number of papers on SI InP layers grown via tran- ductors with many impurities including: Fe, Ta, Nb, V,
sition metal doping were presented. The implied in- Cd, Be, Cu, Mn, Ti, Ta, W, Nb, Au, Cr, Cd, and Zn; as
crease in the use of lnP is directly related to applications well as a large amount of work on isoelectronic doping for
of fiber optics at the longer wavelengths where optical impurity hardening. The uses of the various mid-gap I-
fibers have lower losses. S. Yamakoshi (Fujitsu Labora- vels are attempts to achieve SI properties and to maintain
tories, Atsugi, Japan) presented an interesting method of the properties during device processing. In many cases
achieving SI epitaxial layers followed by the growth of an this has meant lowering the yields per boule since very few
active layer for both InP and GaAs. The procedure in- dopants have distribution coefficients of unity. By lower-
volves the growth of a transition metal-doped layer of the ing the dislocation density, B. Clerjaud (Laboratoire
Ill-V material via chloride VPE. The VPE-grown Fe- d'Optique de la Mati~re Condens6e) reports that the sta-
do ed InP layers on InP exhibited resistivity as high as bility iron doped InP has been improved. The dislocation
10- ohms-cm. After the high resistivity layer is grown, density was reduced by isoelectronic doping with Ga at
the active layer is produced at lower temperatures via or- about 1019/cm3 .
gano-metallic chemical vapor deposition (OMCVD).
The use of lower temperatures is essential to prevent the Bulk Growth
diffusion of the transition metal into the active layer. The
technique is considered applicable for the growth of la- The bulk growth session included papers on the
sers, and already an embedded laser diode has been pre- growth of materials as well as the characterization. Many
pared with a frequency response of better than 10 GHz. of the characterization papers were concerned with gross
A.C. Carter (Plessey, Coswell Towcester, UK) discussed types of defects such as precipitates and etch pits. It was
the material needs for integrated optoclectronics. The pointed out that a great deal of GaAs bulk crystals are
materials systems Carter stressed were those based on grown from the arsenic-rich melts which in turn can lead
InP because of the long-wavelength potential. The can- to excess arsenic in the crystal and to arsenic clustering
didate material systems are AIlnAs/GalnAs for metal and precipitation. K. Terashima (Toshiba, Kawasaki,
shottby FET's (MESFET's), GalnAs for JFET's, and lnP Japan) found no direct correlation between epitaxial
based for HBT's. In the long term, if the method of grow- phase deposition (EPD) and bias voltage or resistivity but
ing stable strained layer devices proves feasible; then did find correlation with crystal composition and im-
GaAs on Si, and In-based materials on GaAs of Si could purities such as boron and carbon.
be possible. Currently the integrated optoelectronic de- There were two papers on the vertical gradient freeze
vices properties are inferior to discrete components, and method for the growth of lnP and GaAs at AT&T Labor-
the yield of the integrated devices is low. atories. For both GaAs and InP crystals, the gradient

The DX center was discussed by a number of re- freeze method when compared to the LEC process ap-
searchers with special emphasis on the serious problems pears to be capable of reducing the EPD for the same
the center has on modulation FET's (MODFET's) or diameter crystals by about 1 to 2 orders of magnitude.
HEMT's but not on lasers. The problem of variation of There were a number of papers that discussed the effect
the threshold of ion-implanted MESFET's into SI sub- of the thermal conditions during growth on the proper-
strates has been blamed on variations in EL2 and on de- ties of the resultant crystals including EL2, EPD, and im-
fect density as exhibited by etch pits; Y. Fujisaki (Hitachi purity distribution. It was demonstrated by Hofmann
Corporation, Kokubonji, Tokyo, Japan) presented data (University Erlangen-Nurnberg, West Germany) that the
that indicates striations or nonuniform stoichiometry re- effective segregation coefficient of impurities and do-
suits in inhomogeneous activation of implanted Si atoms pants can be changed bythe application of a uniform mag-
in defect free In-doped SI substrates. Long-term anneal- netic field during growth. J. Weher (Centre
ing of undoped SI GaAs did improve the uniformity of d'Electronique de Montpellier, France) via laser scan-
implanted devices but for In-doped SI GaAs, the striation ning microtomography showed that there are substantial
effect did not improve with annealing. microprecipitates in GaAs and especially In-doped

GaAs. J.P. Fillard (also from Centre d'Electronique de

Transition Metals and Point Defect Montpellier) found the microprecipitates in the matrix,

Identification especially concentrated along dislocations.

As usual for a meeting where SI Ill-V materials are Mapping
discussed there was the normal amount of papers con-
cerning EL2 and a host of other mid-gap levels - and hy- This session was devoted to methods of characteriz-
potheses as to their origin. There seems to be no ing wafers and crystals, including EL2, residual im-
consensus of opinion. Experiments have been preformed purities, resistivity, EPD, and dopants, as well as
by a number of laboratories in doping the Ill-V semicon- correlation to device application. The group at LEP in
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studying both In-doped and undoped GaAs wafers for ducibility, costs, and interactions between the vendors
device applications concluded that both types of materi- and the users.
als with proper selection and treatment gave equivalent
results in large-scale integration (LSI) circuits. H.Ch. Alt Conclusions
(Siemens, Munich, West Germany) showed that the cel-
lular variations of EL2 do influence resistivity, activation The meeting brought together a large number of
of Si implants, and threshold voltage in FET's. The scientists concerned with the growth, characterization,
higher the EL2 concentration the higher the Si implant and use of SI III-V materials with emphasis on GaAs and
activation. There were a number of papers on methods InP. There is an increasing number of papers on the char-
of wafer mapping, especially by using luminescence tech- acterization from the basic point of view with a decreas-
niques. ing emphasis on the growth and the use of the material.

This can be due to the maturity of the field and the fact
that there is greater industrial application of the materi-

General Discussion Session al; thus there will be less disclosure of potentially import-
ant industrial processes. It is quite apparent that

During the evening discussion session, J.S. Escher increased coordination between the material supplier,
(Motorola, Phoenix, Arizona) gave an invited talk on the device maker, and the end user will be required if
whether GaAs technology will make an impact on actual major applications of III-V devices and circuits are to be
usage in electronics. He stressed the need for an under- achieved.
standing of what is needed for the electronic designer and
device user to use a new technology. Among the items
discussed were process control, standards, yield, repro- o/1 1/88

INFORMATION SCIENCES
The Machine-Learning Project of Siemens

by Paul Roman. Dr. Roman was the Liaison Scientist for Physics in Europe and the Middle East for the
Office of Naval Research's London Branch Office from September 1984 to September 1988.

The Foundations of Information-technology Division Princeton, on one hand and the Research and Technol-
of the central research laboratories of Siemens (Neuper- ogy Laboratories, also in Princeton, on the other. This co-
lach, near Munich, West Germany) is in the midst of a operation utilized, in addition, well-known academic
major 5-year artificial intelligence (AI) project called centers in the US. There are now new cooperative efforts
"Machine Learning" (Maschinelles Lernen, [ML]). This underway, especially with MIT. However, since the end
project has two different approaches: of 1986, the center of gravity of the Siemens Al research

1. Learning within the framework of traditional AI, moved to Munich. The work in these central research la-
as a means for improving and extending already existing boratories involves also joint projects and contracting
knowledge-bases by adding to it new knowledge learned with a number of German universities and industrial firms
from its own applications to concrete problems. in electronics. Moreover, the project is coordinated with

2. Learning in connectionist systems which function the all-European ESPRIT-effort aimed at building, with-
as interfaces between the natural environment and a com- in the next few years, a prototype workstation for neural
puter. networks.

Correspondingly, current research deals partly with
traditionally oriented symbolic learning paradigms; and Neural Networks
also with connectionist schemes, massively parallel archi-
tectures, and neural networks. The second line of re- The most interesting parts of the Siemens in-house
search is strongly emphasized. ML research are concerned precisely with neural net-

Not surprisingly, the huge program originated in the works. There are four major efforts in this field, to be
US, due to a longstanding cooperation of Siemens AG, briefly described below.
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Basic Research in Neural Networks. Better under- selected task-specific hardware is fully adequate for per-
standing and improvement of already known learning forming the high-level research tasks. Second, the scien-
mechanisms and learning methodology, as well as dis- tists do not want to commit themselves to any specific
covery of new network structure is the primary goal here. hardware design or architecture before a fully optimized
In the historically proven Germanic approach, the pro- arrangement emerges from long, broadbased, basic re-
ject-leaders emphasize that neural networks may become search. Once understanding of neural net functioning
relevant to practical applications only if one gains a really and of ML is really well accomplished, the ideal chips can
deep understanding of how neural networks function. be, no doubt, quickly produced. The scientists proudly

Interfacing of Neural Networks With Other Archi- add that this confidence is based on recent Siemens suc-
tectures. The scientists responsible for the ML project cesses in the use of CAD for VLSI tasks.
believe that neural networks will not be able to solve all
possible problems of interest. Thus, it will be necessary Achievements and Plans
to continue relying on von-Neumann architectures, tradi-
tional software technology, and classic Al. Hence, to The areas in which Siemens' Al research in general,
utilize neural networks in such an environment, it is im- and ML studies in particular, proved so far most success-
perative to develop interfaces with these techniques. A ful, are speech recognition and pattern-recognition/ma-
synergetic development approach of ML and other tech- chine-vision. (A third area, not within the scope of this
nologies, is a serious research topic. article, is industrial expert systems. With their offering of

Development Tools for Neural Networks. It over 40 systems, Siemens appears to be the largest Euro-
becomes more and more necessary to develop training- pean - possibly worldwide - producer of expert sys-
environments for neural networks which not only facili- tems.)
tate good ML, but also allow for optimizing the networks In the field of speech recognition, issues related to
in relation to specific requirements. The Siemens ML real-time recognition and to recognition under nonideal
project plans to build within the next 2 to 4 years several circumstances are central endeavors. Effective use of
versions of developing-environments and training-envi- perceptual knowledge and of knowledge-based and
ronments. To begin with, these will be relatively simple learning techniques leads to good progress at the acous-
systems permitting the choice of a suitable structure, of tic-phonetic level. Neural networks appear to be particu-
layers, and of learning algorithms. The more sophisti- larly promising. Expertise has been achieved in
cated versions, to be developed later on, will also provide speaker-verification, speaker-independence, speaker-
testing environments in addition to synthetic functions adaptivity, and connected word recognition for small vo-
and to generating task activities. cabularies.

Validation of Procedures. It is necessary to ensure In the field of pattern recognition, one activity con-
that the insights gained in the course of basic explorations cerns sensor fusion tasks, primarily for improving ma-
be truly relevant for later nontrivial applications. The Sie- chine vision and robotic applications. Another focal
mens researchers decided to make use of the world-re- point is transmission of moving images. Using Al meth-
nowned SPICOS project (Siemens-Philips-IPO ods (and especially ML) for image processing and image
Continuous Speech Understanding System) for the pur- recognition, substantial success was achieved in transmit-
pose of objectively validating partial results in the neural ting in almost-real-time the images of moderately fast
network research. (SPICOS is an integrated system moving scenes on the standard, simple, inexpensive 64
which takes natural language input, processes it as Kbit/sec ISDN lines.
needed, uses the result to query databases or knowledge Regarding more general plans in the area of ML, the
bases, and then synthesizes the answer in natural lan- researchers follow two major approaches:
guage.) Now, in the validation procedure, selected parts @ Symbolic concept formation
or components of SPICOS are replaced by alternative * Connectionist models.
neural networks. Thus, comparison of the conventional The first of these can be further divided into empiri-
and neural-net solution inside a sophisticated environ- cal learning and explanation-based learning (EBL). Cur-
ment can objectively be achieved and judged. Other vali- rently, the focus is on the latter approach, which uses a
dation procedures will use problems in image-processing. theorem-prover and encoded knowledge about the world

to interpret events; this approach has an unprecedented

Hardware Considerations potential for autonomously increasing the system's store
of knowledge. Siemens is now developing EBL systems

At this point, the attentive reader may ask: "What that reason about several problems at once, and thus aim
about hardware?" In this area, the Siemens project-direc- at a consensus. Another system under development ana-
tors also adopted a cautious approach. First they note lyzes its mistakes as it attempts to solve a problem, so that
that, for the foreseeable future, existing, well-proven, and it can avoid similar mistakes in the future.
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Regarding work on connectionist models, nothing ject. The current contact person is Werner Remmele,
can be added at this time to what we already described in Siemens AG, ZTI INF3, Otto Hahn Ring6, D-8 Mfinchen
the earlier part of this article. 83, West Germany. Telephone: (011-49-89) 636-44237.

I would appreciate receiving copies of any correspond-

Concluding Remarks ence.

It would be certainly profitable for US specialists in
Al to closely follow developments in the Siemens ML pro- 8/11/88

OCEAN SCIENCES
Mathematical Modeling of Sediment Transport in the

Coastal Zone-a Hydraulic Research Symposium
by Jack W. DeVries. Mr. DeVries is with the Seafloor Engineeing Division of the Naval

Civil Engineering Laboratoty, Pot Hueneme, Califormia.

The International Association of Hydraulic Research addresses this issue. It couples the turbulent energy flux
sponsored a symposium entitled, "Mathematical Mode- generated by wave breaking with the energy dissipation
ling of Sediment Transport in the Coastal Zone" in May within the wave boundary layer to develop a vertical vel-
of 1988. The symposium, which was held in Copenhagen, ocity profile for the inner surfzone. This velocity profile
Denmark, was organized by the Danish Hydraulics In- is combined with a basic suspended sediment concentra-
stitute; it was attended by both researchers and consult- tion distribution equation to predict the cross-shore mass
ing engineers who represented some 20 countries from flux.
around the world. Topics discussed ranged from field This approach is similar in many ways to that
measurements of shingle transport to the problems of nu- presented by Bailard (1981) in which the offshore-di-
merical diffusion associated with a variable finite dif- rected transport imposed by a combination of the down-
ference mesh. Despite this broad range of topics, two slope component of gravity and the time-averaged
areas of interest were prominent: cross-shore sediment undertow is balanced by the onshore-directed transport
transport and wave/current interactions. In the following imposed by the asymmetry of the wave orbital velocity
paragraphs these two groups of papers will be addressed field.
along with a few of the most interesting of the miscella- A number of papers presented at the symposium
neous papers. discussed the Bailard equation. The most interesting of

these was presented by Bano Roelvink (Delft Hydraulics,

Cross-Shore Sediment Transport the Netherlands). He conducted a series of large-scale
Up until a few years ago, long-shore sediment trans- laboratory experiments that isolated the various mechan-

port was the surfzonc phenomenon that monopolized the isms employed in the Bailard equation. These experi-
interest of coastal researchers. Latcly that trend has been ments addressed three situations: an underwater sand
chngintret oCo t researchrs Lrel trented has bn dam with steep slopes on the shoreface where transport
changing. Current research, as represented at this sym is dominated by slope effects; a long, horizontal stretch
nent of sediment transport. po of sand in the shoaling region of the upper shoreface,

One of the main difficulties in predicting cross-shore where wave asymmetry is dominant; and a steep ramp in
Odimet tof tis th a i te inerted cross-shore the area of initial breaking, where undertow is dominant.

sediment transport is that the integrated cross-shore flow Rolvink's conclusions suggest that the Bailard equation

is zero. The transport of sediment is accomplished by a

secondary circulation generated by the vertical asym- adequately predicted the mean cross-shore current, but

metry of the wave-induced radiation stress. Rolf Die- that in the presence of a bar it is important to consider the

gaard (Danish Hydraulics Institute, Denmark) has time lag between the break point and the initiation of the

developed a two-dimensional time-stepping routine that production of turbulent energy.
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Wave/Current Interaction The model accommodated this by using a sediment avai-
lability function which defined the percentage of seafloor

There were a number of models presented at the con- surface area covered by transportable material within
ference that addressed the topic of sediment motion each grid cell. A modified bed friction factor was also
driven by a combined velocity field (steady plus oscilla- used to account for the additional roughness of the shells.
tory) generated by waves and currents. A numerical model has been developed by O.H.

It has been standard practice to account for Anderson (Danish Hydraulics Institute, Denmark) that
wave/current interaction in sediment transport by divi- predicts the morphological changes introduced into a
ding a unidirectional transport formula into stirring and natural system by a man-made structure. The model is
transporting terms. The stirring term, generated mainly designed to operate strictly outside the surfzone. Ran-
by the oscillatory motion, entrains the sediment particles dom waves, currents, bedforms, and sediment transport
while the transporting term, proportional to the mean are taken into consideration in the model, although wave-
current velocity, carries the suspended load downstream. current coupling is not. Bed level changes are calculated
The theoretical basis for this practice was reviewed by for each finite difference grid cell for each time-step.
R.L. Soulsby (Hydraulics Research, Ltd., UK). He sug- Beach nourishment is an environmentally com-
gests that these formulations can have widely varying re- patible means of coastal protection, but there are many
suits due to their dependence on an ill-defined eddy unanswered questions as to where and how the sand
viscosity distribution. In response, he has developed a should be placed on the beach. H. Oelerich (Leichtweiss-
general method for deriving a wave-plus-current sedi- Institute Technical University, West Germany) has de-
ment transport formula from any chosen unidirectional veloped a two-dimensional model that permits the
transport formula. evaluation of various methods of beach nourishment.

The question of an appropriate eddy viscosity coeffi- The model employs a wave refraction subprogram and an
cient was further examined by R.R. Simons (University energy dissipation scheme to determine the amount of en-
College, London, UK) who critiqued all of the existing ergy dissipated on the natural beach. Initial results indi-
formulations. cate that filling the longshore trough may act as an

One of the most interesting papers presented on the effective means of beach protection.
topic of wave/current interaction was given by R.A. Beach
(University of Washington, Seattle). He has developed a
turbulent diffusion model that incorporates an incident Summary
wave/long-shore current interaction. It uses a depth-de- This excellent conference provided an international
pendent eddy viscosity coefficient. The model was com- forum in which the state of the art in numerical modeling
pared with a field data set (which included both velocity of coastal processes was presented. Yet, to me, the dis-
and suspended sediment concentration data) collected in cussions held at this symposium emphasized the gulf that
the surfzone along the Oregon coast. It was found that still exists between academia and industry. While the dis-
the model handled the long-shore suspended sediment cussions serve as an indicator of the problems that are
flux in a reasonable manner, but that the cross-shore flux present in the field, at the same time they serve as one of
could not be modeled using mean velocities or mean sus- the only tools by which we are presently addressing these
pended sediment concentrations. problems. Progress is indeed being made throughout the

field of coastal sediment processes -in both basic re-
Other Papers of Interest search and the application thereof. The time lag from one

J.P. Hodder, (British Maritime Technology, Ltd., to the next is what I find disturbing.
UK) presented a two-dimensional model of Carmarthen Proceedings from the Symposium on Mathematical
Bay, South Wales. The purpose of the model was to Modeling of Sediment Transport in the Coastal Zone are
define an efficient coastal zone management program for available from tOie Symposium Secretariat, Danish Hy-
the 70-km-long stretch of coastline within the bay. Tides draulics Institute, Agern Alle 5, DK-2970 Horsholm,
and deep water waves were modeled using a finite dif- Denmark (Telephone: + 45 2 86 80 33).
ference scheme. A nested approach was used so that The price requested is DKK350 (about $50) plus
finer detail could be obtained for areas of interest with- postage.
out incurring the overhead expenses associated with using
a finer grid. Reference

K.P. Black (Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences, Bailard, J.A., "An Energetic Total Load Sediment Transport Model
Australia) presented a model describing the sediment for a Plane Sloping Beach," Journal of Geophysical Research,
transport due to tidal currents within a New Zealand cs- Vol. 49 No. Cll (1981), p. 10,983.

tuary. Due to shell coverings over large portions of the
sandy bottom much of the bed was resistant to erosion. 10/6/88
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Three Major Coastal and Estuarine Engineering Laboratories

by Jack W. DeVries.

1 recently visited three of the major laboratories with- dynamics in the nearshore area. These include the effects
in the international market of coastal and estuarine of refraction, diffraction, partial reflection, and brushed
engineering: Hydraulics Research, Ltd. (in Wallingford, ship motions within a harbor. Also available is a numeri-
UK), the Danish Hydraulics Institute in Horsholm, and cal model that outputs a time series of significant wave
the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory (with offices in Delft and heights and a time-dependent distribution of wave peri-
Emmeloord, the Netherlands). Each of these institu- ods and directions based on hindcast data from barome-
tions provides consultation and research on contract to tric surface pressure charts.
both private concerns and governmental agencies. In
the following paragraphs the strongest discipline within Delft Hydraulics Laboratory
each organization, as discerned in my view, is described.

The Delft Hydraulics Laboratory is a major contribu-

Hydraulics Research, Ltd. tor in the area of coastal sediment processes. (See also
ESN 40-07:235 119861 and ESNIB 87-01:43 [19871.) A

Hydraulics Research, Ltd. is one of the leaders in the basic research program, funded by the Dutch Ministry of
field of estuarine engineering. (See ESN40-03:112 [19861 Transport, has been ongoing for 14 years. Through this
for a report on a turbulence meeting at this facility.) Their research, an impressive collection of numerical models
capabilities include physical and numerical modeling as describing coastal sediment movements has evolved. Ex-
well as field surveys., Large test tanks are available at cellent physical modeling facilities also are present. The
Wallingford in which physical scale models of estuaries two most impressive of these facilities are the Delta flume,
can be built to scale sizes on the order of 1:70 for large which can generate random waves up to two meters in
reaches and to 1:30 for smaller reaches. A state-of-the- height and the oscillatory tunnel, which can model wave
art computer modeling package is on line that describes periods of up to 10 seconds full scale.
two-dimensional sediment motions as well as providing
water quality information. A full-time field survey crew For More Information
that has conducted estruarine surveys worldwide is on
board. Further information on these laboratories can be

obtained by request to the following addresses: Hy-

Danish Hydraulics Institute draulics Research, Ltd., Wallingford, Oxfordshire OX10
8BA, UK; Danish Hydraulics Institute, Agern Alle 5, DK-

The Danish Hydraulics Institute is very active in the 2970 Horsholm, Denmark; and Delft Hydraulics Labor-
areas of port engineering and coastal structures design. atory, P.O. Box 152, 8300 AD Emmeloord, the
They have extensive physical model facilities dedicated to Netherlands.
port and structure work. These facilities all use random,
multidirectional wave generators to model the wave cli-
mate as well as modeling the tidal fluctuations and the
dominant currents. A large three-dimensional basin is
available in which models of offshore structures can be
tested in a short-crested wave environment. A numerical
model is available that describes two-dimensional hydro- 10/6/88
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ONRL-Sponsored Workshop on Modulation of Short Wind Waves
in the Gravity-Capillary Range by Non-Uniform Currents

COR John P. Simpson is the Environmental Systems and Oceanography Officer in Europe and the
Middle East for the Office of Naval Research's London Branch Office.

The Workshop on Modulation of Short Wind Waves (NRL) leading the general discussion which followed.
in the Gravity-Capillary Range by Non-Uniform Currents From the discussion it seemed clear that further work is
was conducted in Bergen aan Zee, the Netherlands, from needed on realistic expressions for the input from the
24 through 26 May 1988. Conceived and organized by Dr. wind (laminar, turbulent, and two-dimensional), and the
G. J. Komen of the Royal Netherlands Meteorological In- dissipation by wave breaking. The source function for the
stitute (KNMI) and Dr. Gaspar Valenzuela from the energy transfer by resonant nonlinear interactions seems
Naval Research Laboratory, the workshop was spon- to be well at hand, except when very short waves interact
sored by ONRL, ONR, and KNMI. Participation was by with very long waves (the two-scale problem).
invitation only, and held to under 30 by design. The ob- Professor W. Alpers of Bremen University (West
jectives of the workshop were to review the field in depth, Germany) acted as chairperson for the session on Pertur-
present new research, and recommend areas for future bation of the Gravity-Capillary Wave Spectrum by Cur-
additional work. By all accounts, the workshop was con- rent Variation. The Netherland's Dr. Klaartje van Gastel
sidered to be a resounding success. of the Mathematics Institute in Utrecht led the general

The workshop technical program contained four ses- discussion of the subject at the close of the conference.
sions relating to the theme of the meetings and a discus- Various effects are dominant in the separate models of
sion session at the conclusion. The first session, Tidal the modulation of short wind waves by nonuniform cur-
Currents and Bathymetry, was chaired by Dr. Peter de rents, and, during the discussion, attempts were made to
Loor of the Netherland's Central Organization for Ap- determine which of the effects are necessary to explain
plied Scientific Research (TNO) and included informa- the data. This was done by stating for each model its main
tive papers on determining currents over Phelps Bank predictions and the theoretical estimate of the range of
(D.A. Greenberg, Bedford Institute of Oceanography) validity-i.e., the circumstances under which it can be
and on radar observations of bathymetry in the Nether- tested. The outcome of the discussion was that, as they
lands (P. de Loor, TNO). The second session, Electro- stand, each model can predict striking agreement with
magnetic Scattering, was chaired by Dr. Komen. Very some of the data, but for all models, cases exist in which
active discussions took place in regard to the status of they are inaccurate. A recommendation was made that a
electromagnetic scattering models for the ocean surface. unifying theory be developed, encompassing all existing
There was some consensus that the two-scale model, with models. This could be achieved by starting anew from the
Bragg and specular scattering, when properly applied complete energy balance. A further recommendation
yielded results that were just as good as Dr. D. Holliday's was that experiments be done to illuminate the role of the
Kirchoff approximation (with one iteration term for the physical effects present in the models. The general atti-
electromagnetic surface fields) when applied to SAR- tude was that we are quite far along in our understanding
SEX data. Three recommendations were agreed upon: of the modulation at L-band, but that the shorter waves
" More quantitative testing of electromagnetic scatter- still present us with many challenges.

ing theories for the ocean is needed in well-in- The workshop was considered to be highly success-
strumented wavetanks and ocean field towers. ful and it was suggested that a similar meeting would be

" A workshop on the mathematical aspects of electro- useful in 2 years' time. Proceedings from the workshop
magnetic scattering (theories for the ocean) is desir- are in preparation, and a limited number of copies may
able. be available from ONRL in the near future.

" More cooperation is needed between national and in-
ternational interdisciplinary groups to address the
problems relating to ocean surface signatures in
remote sensing.

Dr. W.A. Oost from KNMI chaired the session on
Energy Balance in Short Waves, with Dr. WJ. Plant 9/8/88
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PHYSICS
The 19th International Conference on the Physics

of Semiconductors, in Warsaw

by JR. Meyer. Dr. Meyer is a research scientist in the Optical Sciences Division of the
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C.

The 19th in the series of bi-annual International Con- Also speaking in the opening session was the Chair-
ferences on the Physics of Semiconductors (ICPS) was man of the IUPAP Semiconductor Physics Commission,
held from 15 through 19 August 1988 at the Palace of Cul- H. Kamimura, of the University of Tokyo. He stressed
ture in Warsaw, Poland. Over 400 papers were that by the late 1970's, semiconductor physics appeared
presented, more than half in the form of posters. Both to be showing signs of "maturity" as a field, with most of
the number of papers and the attendance (about 800) the major problems well understood and only details re-
were slightly less than at the 18th ICPS held in Stockholm maining to be filled in. However, we now find 10 years
in 1986. The conference proceedings will be published by later that semiconductor physics remains more than ever
DNH Ltd., the Trade Center of Polish Science. The a challenging field in which the appearance of significant
papers for the proceedings will not be formally refereed, discoveries resulting from highly innovative research is a
unlike those appearing in previous conference proceed- frequent occurrence. This revitalization from within is
ings from the series. evidenced by recently reported progress in such areas as

Because of other commitments, I was able to attend Anderson localization, artificial materials (e.g., superlat-
only the first 2 days of the 5-day conference. Moreover, tices), reduced dimensionality, surface and interface
since as many as four sessions were scheduled to meet properties, local density and pseudopotential theoretical
simultaneously, I was able to view personally only a small techniques, and so on. Two of these areas were reviewed
fraction of the vast amount of new research being in a plenary session which followed the opening cere-
presented at the meeting. While I have attempted in this mony.
report to focus on perceived trends in semiconductor re-
search at the cutting edge, it is of necessity based on a
fragmentary and admittedly biased view of the global pic- Semiconductor Surfaces
ture.

Two presentations from the opening ceremony pro- D.J. Chadi (Xerox, Palo Alto) gave an excellent re-
vided useful encapsulations of the current status of semi- view of theoretical progress toward the understanding of
conductor physics research. The conference was chaired semiconductor surfaces. Some of the issues of greatest
by R.R. Galazka, of the Polish Academy of Sciences in interest include bonding, stoichiometry, stability, and
Warsaw. In his remarks, he emphasized the continuing electronic structure. The body of the talk consisted pri-
trend toward reduced dimensionality. While dimension- marily of a case-by-case discussion of dominant mechan-

ality is of central importance in virtually all fields of isms governing various surfaces. For example, the (110)
physics, semiconductor physicists have succeeded in surface of GaAs is considered to be the best understood

making it a tunable parameter. Over the past 10 years, of all semiconductor surfaces. Although the (111) sur-
much of the emphasis in semiconductor physics has face of Si is extremely complex, having a 7x7 unit cell
shifted from bulk three-dimensional systems to the study structure which contains adatoms, dimers, stacking faults,

of two-dimensional systems such as quantum wells. How- etc., recent theoretical treatments have finally succeeded

ever, only quite recently there has emerged a push toward in providing a satisfactory description. Other cases such

one-dimensional (quantum wires) even zero-dimensional as Ge arc less well understood at present, but will prob-
(quantum dots) systems. Of considerable practical im- ably be unraveled in the near future. Issues requiring fur-
portance is the prospect of new technologies based on ther attention include surface structure, surface kic.-tics,

these developments, e.g., microstructure devices having a chemisorption, impurities, and defects.

far higher packing density of electronic circuits.
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Optical Studies of the Quantum Hall Effect tween current and electric field. Results were presented

Regime by Wharam et al. (University of Cambridge) as well as in
an invited paper by van Wees et al. (Delft University and

In another plenary presentation, V.B. Timofeev of the Philips company, the Netherlands). The authors pre-
the Solid State Physics Institute in Moscow discussed dict that, in a manner similar to the quantum Hall effect
magneto-optical studies of two-dimensional electron in two-dimensional structures, the conductance should be
gases (2DEG) in both Si MOSFETs (metal oxide semi- quantized in units of 2e2/h. The quantized steps are
conductor field effect transistors) and modulation-doped sharply resolved in the experimental data. It is also veri-
GaAs-AIGaAs heterojunctions. Whereas most ex- fled experimentally that in a magnetic field, the width of
perimental studies of the quantum Hall effect (OHE) the steps is altered, but the quantization remains the
have been based on electrical characterization tech- same. Also impressive is the demonstration by van Wees
niques, the reviewed work involved spectroscopic studies et al. of "electron focusing," in which an injected electron
of electron-hole recombination in the 2DEG at high mag- contributes to the current only if its "skipping orbit" in a
netic fields. The photoluminescence intensity was found magnetic field has the proper radius to strike the collec-
to oscillate as a function of transverse field due to filling tor. It is observed experimentally that the current dis-
of the Landau levels. A key feature of the work involved plays sharp oscillations with magnetic field. A feature of
nonlinear screening of the random potential fluctuations. such devices is that their resistivity is extremely sensitive
The effectiveness of the screening depends strongly on to the field.
the filling factor, and it is argued that both the amplitude
and the spatial range of the potential fluctuations could
be determined from the analysis of the data. If the results Resonant Fe States in Hg-Based Compounds
and manner of analysis are confirmed to be reliable, they and Alloys
should provide valuable input to theories for the QHE,
since free carrier localization is a necessary component. In an invited paper, A. Mycielski of the Polish Acade-

my of Sciences reviewed recent Polish work on HgSe and
HgSei.xTex doped with Fe. In HgSe, Fe is resonant in the

One-Dimensional Systems conduction band, and the electrical properties are ex-
tremely sensitive to whether the electron Fermi-level is

Despite the long-standing US lead in microstructure above or below the Fe level. Whereas the electron den-
fabrication technology, much of the most innovative work sity increases linearly with doping level (NFe) as long as
in the area of one-dimensional systems is currently being n < nc 5x10 18 cm 3, n becomes pinned at nc whenever the
performed by researchers from West Germany, the UK, NFe is greater than that value. At the same time, the slope
and the Netherlands. Thornton et al. (University of Cam- of the electron mobility vs. NFe abruptly changes from ne-
bridge, UK) discussed the quantum Hall effect in one gative to positive at nc. The authors argue that when
dimension, where the one-dimensional channel is defined n > nc, the Fe2 + and Fe3 + ions arrange themselves in a
by electrostatic confinement. The transition from two- "charge superlattice," similar to Wigner condensation.
dimensional to one-dimensional behavior is observable as However, this point remains controversial. They also ob-
the orbit size increases with decreasing magnetic field, serve the effects of pressure on nc. Since the Fe level in
Kotthaus et al. (Hamburg University, West Germany) HgTe is resonant in the valence band rather than the con-
also discussed one-dimensional transport, using 1000-A- duction band, the addition of Te to HgSe should reduce
wide GaAs channels made by using a photoresist mask the energy at which the Fermi level becomes pinned. It
fabricated by means of an optical grating. It was found is clearly demonstrated experimentally that nc is smaller
that a very high degree of uniformity was required if in HgSeo.9sTeo.o5 than in HgSe.
meaningful experimental results were to be obtained.
The transition from two-dimensional to one-dimensional
behavior was clearly observed in both the infrared opti- Band Offsets
cal spectroscopy and magnetoresistance measurements.

Some of the most interesting new results of the con- A session on band offsets left one with the impress-
ference involved the observation of ballistic transport in ion that theoretical estimates of these imnortant heteros-
one-dimensional structures. In order for a device to be tructure parameters are still in relatively poor agreement
ballistic, there may be no scattering at all between emit- with one another. Most of the theories at least agree that
ter and collector - i.e., the presence of even one ionized in systems such as GaAs-AIGaAs and HgTe-CdTe, the
impurity in the one-dimensional channel will prevent a value for the valence band offset should be fairly large,
signal from being observed. A further unusual fea- which is contrary to early estimates of small offsets based
ture of ballistic transport is that there is no relation be- on the common anion rule.
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Concluding Remarks stract booklet that mine was the only paper at the meet-
ing to deal with either experimental or theoretical work

My own poster presentation involved the corre- on the HgTe-CdTe system. Despite this, there were a
lation between magnetotransport results and calcula- large number of researchers with first- and second-order
ted band structures for Hg-based superlattices such as interest in the topic, and the meeting was more than
HgTe-CdTe and Hgl.xZnxTe-CdTe. Although the US worthwhile from both a narrow and a global perspective.
has long had a monopoly on the MBE growth of Hg-based
heterostructures, private conversations revealed that at
least two West German and one Japanese group are plan-
ning to begin work in this area. It appeared from the ab- 10/11/88

The Third International Conference on
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

by Ellen D. Williams. Dr. Williams is an Associate Professor of Physics at the University of Maryland's
Department of Physics and Astronomy.

Introduction electron diffraction (LEED) to have large unit cells.
STM images revealed the lateral positions of overlayer

The Third International Conference in Scanning and substrate atoms within the unit cell, including cases
Tunneling Microscopy (STM) was held from 4 through 8 with substitutional or subsurface locations of the adatoms.
July 1988 at the University of Oxford under the auspices Such qualitative determinations of the unit cell structure
of the Royal Microscopical Society. Approximately 300 will greatly facilitate analysis of diffraction data for quan-
scientist from Europe, North and South American, Japan, titative determination of the atomic positions. In several
and China attended the conference. The conference was studies, the STM images revealed the role of antiphase
organized in 12 sessions covering the topics of semicon- boundaries and two-phase coexistence in the evolution of
ductor surfaces, metal surfaces, molecular imaging, elec- overlayer structures as a function of coverage. Point de-
trochemistry, field emmision, superconductivity, fects in periodically ordered structures were also ob-
lithography, theory of STM, force microscopy, layered served. Several groups showed Fourier transforms of
materials and new developments. In the following, a few their STM data which could be used for comparison with
of the highlights of the conference are reviewed, diffraction data from the same surfaces.

Structural measurements regarding the stages of epi-
taxial growth were also presented. A particularly surpris-

Semiconductor and Metal Surfaces ing result was the observation of preferential nucleation

at the faulted half of the (7x7) unit cell on Si(111) for both
To date, the major concentration of effort in STM has Pd and Cu overlayers. Also observed in various systems

been in traditional (ultrahigh vacuum) surface studies. were the crystallographic shapes of overlayer "islands,"
This was reflected in the quantity and quality of results at point and line defects in overlayers, and the influence of
the conference. Over 15 different research groups substrate step structure on the film structure. It is clear
showed high-quality atomic resolution data. While the that STM will allow a far more detailed understanding of
majority of these groups are at industrial laboratories, a the stages of nucleation and growth than has previously
substantial minority (-25 percent) are now at academic been possible.
laboratories. In addition to purely structural studies, measurement

The atomic structure of systems ranging from clean, of the spatially resolved tunneling spectra was performed
reconstructed surfaces to surfaces with metal and mole- for several systems. Of particular interest were the use by
cular overlayers was presented. Atomic-resolution i- R.M.Feenstra and P. Martensson (IBM, Yorktown
aging of the close-packed A1(111) and Au(1l1) surfaces Heights) of this technique to identify the states causing
was presented, removing any remaining doubts about the Fermi level-pinning for Sb on GaAs, and the determina-
applicability of STM to metal as well as semiconductor tion by Ph. Avouris and R. Wolkow (also IBM, Yorktown
surfaces. A particular strength of STM was revealed in Heights) of the changes in the energy structure of Si(lll)
the imaging of the structures known from low-energy- upon reaction with NH3. Such studies demonstrate that
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the ultimate scientific impact of STM will be much velopment as a structure-modifying tool is being pursued
broader than its already important uses for structure by many groups. Techniques presented included using
determination. current pulses to modify polymer films or the surface di-

rectly, and controlled scraping of the surface by the tip.

Molecular Imaging Resolutions down to 50 nm were reported.

Interest in molecular imaging ranges from chemically Other Applications
absorbed sub-monolayers of small molecules through
complex systems such as liquid crystals or Langmuir- A wide range of applications of STM were presented.
Blodgett films to biological macromolecules such as Here I will only discuss two, which were of particular in-
DNA. Imaging will depend on the tunneling spectrum for terest because both extend the reach of STM beyond the
each individual system, and clearly can become very com- pure surface region. The first is the application by C.M.
plicated for the largest molecules. Work presented in this Mate (IBM, Almaden) of atomic-force microscopy to liq-
area included measurements of well-characterized over- uid layers. Mate has been able to image both the gas/liq-
layers of benzene on Rh(111) and of thiols on Au(111). uid and liquid/solid interfaces in this way and correlate
Systemic extensions of such work to larger and larger the structural features. In addition, he has measured Van
molecules are planned to determine the tunneling mech- der Waal's interactions at the liquid surface. By dipping
anisms. Other groups presented results showing that the the tip in and out of the liquid to varying depths he has
goal of imaging complex systems is attainable. Structures measured capillary forces as a function of depth. His re-
clearly related to submolecular units were shown for a liq- sults show real promise for studies of liquids such as lu-
uid crystal, for rec-A DNA complexes, and possibly also bricant films.
for ultrathin ploymer films. The results are very promi- The second subsurface probe technique, developed
sing for future applications of STM in this area. In addi- by L.D. Bell and WJ. Kaiser (Jet Propulsion Laboratory
tion, the Atomic Force Microscopy was shown to be IJPLI, is Ballistic Electron Emission Microscopy. This
applicable for systems where tunneling conductance is technique can be used to measure the spatial variations
poor. of the Schottky-Barrier height of an interface as much as

100A below the surface. The measurement is performed

Electrochemistry in a transistor configuration with the STM tip acting as
the emitter, the metal overlayer as the base, and the semi-

The demonstration by R. Sonnenfeld and P. Hansma conductor substrate as the collector. The tunneling cur-
(University of California, Santa Barbara) of the feasibility rent is measured at the base and used as in standard STM
of operating an STM in an electrolytic solution opened to measure topography. The variation of the collector
the way for direct measurement of the electrodes in an current with bias voltage is measured separately to deter-
electrochemical cell. Several groups presented results mine the Schottky-Barrier height. The technique has
measured in situ during electrochemical reaction. A ref- been applied successfully to Au/Si and Au/GaAs with
erencc electrode was used to allow measurement of the 10-A resolution.
tunneling current in the presence of the larger electro-
chemical current. T. Twomey et al. (Fritz-Haker In-
stitute, Berlin) showed images of changes in monoatomic Conclusion
steps on a Au(111) electrode during reaction - an indica-
tion of the detailed information about the electrodes Of necessity, this brief report has neglected a large
which is accessible via STM. number of additional exciting applications of STM

presented at the conference. These, as well as additional
information on the results summarized here, will appear

Lithography in the conference proceedings in the Journal of Micro-

The limits of resolution in lithographywcre discussed scopy. A general conclusion from the conference is that
by A.N. Broers (University of Cambridge). The best use- STM is being applied to a diversity of problems with re-
ful resolution at present is 30 nm using electron beam ii- suits of impressive quality. This remarkable progress in
thograpy. However, this technique is still too expensive just 6 years since Binning and Rohrer presented the first
for production and is primarily used in scientific investi- atomic-resolution images obtained by STM.
gations. He concludes that in spite of its potential resol-
ution of tenths of nm, the STM is at present too slow and
too limited in range for production. However, its impact
on diagnostics is already being felt. Furthermore its de- 8/29/8
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The 10th International Free Electron Laser Conference
by Douglas J. Bamford. Dr. Bamford is a Fsearch Physicist at Deacon Research,

Palo Alto, California.

The 10th International Free Electron Laser Con- magnetic undulator, they have achieved FEL oscillation
ference was held from 29 August through 2 September in the wavelength ranges between 580-690 nm and be-
1988 at Kibbutz Ramat Rachel in Jerusalem, Israel. The tween 370-440 nm. The end of the latter tuning range rep-
conference was sponsored by the Israel Academy of resents the shortest wavelength achieved to date in an
Sciences and Humanities, the Israel Ministry of Science FEL oscillator. The laser can reportedly operate for 15
and Development, the Maurice and Gabriela Goldsch- minutes at a time, limited by the storage time of electrons
legger Conference Foundation at the Weizmann Institute in the ring. The Soviet researchers hope to achieve in the
of Science, Tel Aviv University, the US Office of Naval future lasing at 330 nm (simply by installing laser mirrors
Research, and the US Air Force European Office of with good reflectivity at that wavelength) and at 210 mn
Aerospace Research and Development. Cooperating (by operating at the third harmonic of 630 nm). The un-
Societies included the IEEE/Lasers and Electro-Optics fortunate absence of the Soviet scientists precluded a de-
Society, the Optical Society of America, the American tailed discussion of this device, which clearly relied on
Physical Society, the Israel Physical Society, and the Is- major advances in wiggler design and ultraviolet mirror
rael Laser and Electro-Optics Society. The conference reflectivity. The work will be described in the proceed-
cochairmen were Avraham Gover of Tel-Aviv University ings of the Novosibirsk Synchrotron Radiation Con-
and Victor Granatstein of the University of Maryland. ference. (For more information, contact Dr. Couprie at
More than 100 scientists from 11 countries participated, the following address: CEA-IRF-DPhG-SPAS CEN Sa-
including representatives from the US (51 participants), clay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France.)
Israel (14), France (14), West Germany (11), the Nether-
lands (7), Japan (5), Italy (3), UK (2), People's Republic
of China (1), and Poland (1). Japanese FEL Development

Roughly half of free electron laser (FEL) activity in
the world is carried out in the US (as reflected in the Yuuki Kawarasaki of the Japan Atomic Energy Re-
above totals). Only three reports of working FEL devices search Institute (JAERI) in Tokai summarized the status
in foreign countries (one in France, one in the Soviet of nine different lasers in various stages of planning and
Union, one in China) were given at the conference, in con- construction. The projects now under construction cov-
trast to the approximately 10 such devices now oper- er a wide range of FEL technologies, including storage
ational in the United States. However, many foreign ring lasers at the Electrotechnical Laboratory in Tsuku-
devices are in the planning or development stages, and we ba and the Institute of Molecular Science in Okazaki,
can expect the American lead in experimental FEL re- radio-frequency (RF) linear accelerators at Osaka
search to decrease in the near future. University and at Tokai, a double-sided microtron at Na-

In keeping with the aims of this Bulletin, space limi- rashino, and a superconducting linac at
tations, and the author's status as an experimentalist, this JAERI. The storage rings are already being used for syn-
report will not do justice to the contributions of Ameri- chrotron radiation research, but FEL oscillation has not
can scientists or those of theoreticians. The conference yet been achieved. The Japanese program is ambitious
proceedings will be published next year in Nuclear Insntu- and clearly well-funded. By the time the lasers under con-
nients and Methods in Physics Research (North-Holland struction are built (2 to 3 years from now) their program
Physics Publishing, Amsterdam). will be second only to the American one in scope.

Ultraviolet FEL Oscillation in the Soviet FEL Activity in the People's Republic of

Union China

Perhaps the most newsworthy item of the meeting Dr. Liu Shenggang of the University of Electronic
was a report by Dr. Marie E. Couprie of Universit6 de Science and Technology of China in Chengdu gave a sur-
Paris-Sud (Orsay, France) on a recent trip to the Soviet vey of FEL activity in China. One FEL amplifier is al-
Union. Researchers at the Institute of Nuclear Physics ready in operation: a millimeter-wave device which has
(Novosibirsk) have constructed an FEL in a bypass of a demonstrated 47 decibels (dB) of gain and 2 percent ex-
350-MeV storage ring. Using a 3.4-meter-long electro- traction efficiency. The output power has been measured
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as a function of wiggler magnetic field and wiggler length, tinct wiggler sections (to allow rapid tuning of the laser
and spectral properties of the radiation have been over large wavelength regions) and the use of an intracav-
measured. Two other shorter wavelength FEL devices ity etalon to reduce the linewidth of the laser. The device
are under construction at Refei and Beijing. The latter is expected to lase in the 8- to 80-micron wavelength range
facility is expected to be operating at a wavelength of 10.6 by 1990. Dr. GJ. Ernst of the University of Twente out-
microns by 1990. The Chinese do not appear to be catch- lined a proposal to build a laser based on a racetrack
ing up to the US nearly as quickly as the Japanese are. microtron electron beam source, using subharmonic

bunching to get around the space charge effects which
normally limit the performance of such devices.

FEL Activity in France, the Netherlands, and West German FEL research was not adequately rep-
West Germany resented, as no talks from West Germany and only two

poster papers were given. One group at the Nuclear
The French currently have one working device, which Physics Institute at the Technische Hochschule Darm-

was described by Dr. J.M. Buzzi of Laboratoire PMI, stadt is building a near-infrared FEL based on a super-
Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau. This millimeter-wave conducting 130-MeV electron accelerator, and another
device has two unique features. A 1-mm-diameter group at the Max-Planck Institute for Quantum Optics in
graphite tube is used to minimize the emittance of Garching is in the early planning stages for a device las-
the electron beam, and a copper sulfate solution around ing in the extreme ultraviolet and soft x-ray regions of the
the wires contained in the helical wiggler causes the ta- spectrum, using a high-intensity infrared pump laser in-
pering of wiggler magnetic field. The output power, spec- stead of a magnet structure as the laser wiggler.
tral characteristics, and gain characteristics of the device
have been measured. The unusually high gain of 2.9 dB
per centimeter is attributed in part to optical guiding ef- FEL Research in Israel
fects.

Two other French devices are under development. An impressive demonstration of the feasibility of
A storage ring laser is being built at the Super-ACO stor- using infrared pump lasers as a laser wiggler (important
age ring at Orsay, as described by that project's Marie E. for short-wavelength lasers such as the one just men-
Couprie. Spontaneous radiation measurements on the tioned) was given during the conference tour of Tel Aviv
permanent magnet optical klystron agree well with the- University by Z. Sheena. Two counterpropagating carb-
oretical predictions, lending confidence to the expecta- on dioxide laser beams were overlapped with an electron
tion of 10 percent gain in the visible and UV regions of beam. The lasers set up a ponderomotive potential. To
the spectrum. The French group constructed the first trap the electrons in that potential, a small dc axial elec-
working storage ring FEL (now decomissioned) at the tric field was applied to the electron beam, and the result-
ACO storage ring, and they can be expected to remain ing effect on the bunching of the electrons was measured
leaders in storage ring FEL technology (the most promi- directly using time-of-flight spectroscopy. The experi-
sing technology for short-wavelength FEL operation). ment worked flawlessly in a room full of conference par-
Jean-Michel Ortega of Universitd Paris-Sud, Orsay, de- ticipants; a subsequent talk by Dr. Sheena proved that the
scribed another project at Orsay, an infrared laser based experiment was well-understood theoretically.
on a dedicated RF linear accelerator. A major innova- Later in the conference tour the participants saw
tion in this light source will be the use of a wiggler in two the electrostatic accelerator facility at the Weizmann In-
sections: a linear section to provide high gain and a fast stitute of Science in Rehovot. A free electrona
turn-on, and a tapered section to provide high saturated using one of the accelerators is under construction. Dr.
power. The laser will be the cornerstone of a user facility Avraham Gover d4caibedaa ambitiouOuaeli program
at Orsay, in addition to advancing the state of the art in to develop applications of that laser, including experi-
RF-linac-based FEL technology. ments in laser fusion, materials processing, isotope sep-

Researchers in the Netherlands are undertaking two aration, medicine, and remote sensing. He emphasized
major FEL projects. Dr. P.W. van Amersfoort of the that the electrostatic accelerator, in combination with
FOM Institute for Plasma Physics in Nicuwegein spoke new "microwigglers" now under development (which
of progress on developing an infrared laser which will be allow shorter wavelengths to be produced at a given elec-
used for experiments in plasma diagnostics, nuclear mag- tron energy), should allow the electrostic accelerator to
netic resonance, and surface spectroscopy. The Dutch be competitive with lasers based on other kinds of ac-
workers have taken advantage of the demise of the only celerators now working in the US and Europe. Because
experimental FEL program in the UK by inheriting the the electrostatic accelerators at the Weizmann Institute
undulator from that project. Two significant innovations are state of the art, the Israelis have a good chance to
of great benefit to FEL users include the use of four dis- make this alternative approach a success.
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Technological Developments simulations; the most impressive of these were E.T.
Scharlemana (Lawrence Livermore) and John Goldstein

The technology of free electron lasers is still evolving. (Los Alamos) because of the excellent agreement be-
A few of the most important developments discussed at tween experiment and theory. (One can never be sure
the meeting deserve mention here. Microwiggler de- about the validity of calculations which are not checked
signs, which are important for generating shorter wave- against hard experimental numbers.)
lengths, were described by Victor Granatstein
(University of Maryland), George Bekefi (MIT), and Tie FEL Prim
H.P. Freund (Science Applications International Cor-
poration). The Maryland group is also pioneering the use At the conference dinner the first FEL Prize was
of a"sheet' electron beam to allow the wiggler magnets to awarded to Dr. John MI. Madey of the Stanford
be placed closer together (allowing a large magnetic field Photon Research Laboratory. The choice was an obvious
to be applied even when the wiggler period is smaller). one, since Madey was the inventor of the FEL and
Photocathodes are being used in place of more conven- has been a leader in the field from the demonstration of
tional cathodes to produce electron beams of higher the first working device in 1975 up to the present day. Un-
brightness, as described by Bruce Carlsten (Los Alamos fortunately, Dr. Madey was unable to attend the con-
National Laboratory) and A. Michalke (Bergische ference. In his absence, Dr. Luis Elias gave an amusing
Universitat, West Germany). Researchers are learning account of the early days of FEL research at Stanford.
to narrow the spectral distribution of FEL's (important Madey had to overcome a considerable amount of skep-
for users who wish to do spectroscopy) using a variety of ticism about whether his FEL device would ever work.
techniques including placing gratings in the laser cavity His eventual success proved that he understood FEL
(Jon Sollid, Los Alamos), cavity length detuning and physics better than the skeptics, and should provide a
careful stabilization of electron beam energy (Roger model of persistence for all people working in this area
Warren, Los Alamos), and use of longer electron pulses of research.
(I. Kimel and Luis Elias, Center for Research in Electro-
Optics and Lasers, University of Central Florida, Orlan- Conclusions
do, and G. Ramian, University of California at Santa
Barbara). Third harmonic lasing to produce shorter FEL research is on the threshold of a new era, in
wavelengths is included in the plans for a number of laser which the applications of the lasers (to scientific research
systems, and has been demonstrated experimentally for and to solution of real-world problems in medicine and
the first time by Steven V. Benson (Stanford University industry) will become more important than the under-
Photon Research Laboratory, Stanford). Optical guiding standing of the devices themselves. The most commonly
will be needed to confine an FEL optical beam traveling repeated theme at the conference was "We don't have a
through a long wiggler in experiments requiring shorter working device yet, but in a couple of years we will have
wavelengths or higher powers; convincing evidence that a wonderful FEL user facility." All participants are
this effect is well understood was given by John Edighof- eagerly looking forward to hearing more about FEL ap-
fer and coworkers (TRW/Lawrence Livermore Labora- plications at the next three conferences (at Naples, Flori-
tory). Numerical simulations of FEL performance are da in 1989, Paris in 1990, and Los Alamos in 1991).
crucial to our understanding of FEL physics; this is espe-
cially important when planning the construction of new
devices which will operate in previously untried par-
ameter regimes. Numerous speakers dealt with such 10/4/88
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SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
NATO Advanced Study Institute on

Superconducting Electronics
by M. Nisenoff and J.C. Ritter. Dr. Nisenoff is with the Electronics and Technology Divsion, and

Dr. Ritter with the Condensed Matter and Radiation Sciences Division, of the Naval Research
Laboratoy, Washington.

Background announcement of the breakthrough in Tc by Bednorz and
Muller. At that time, during the summer of 1986, it was

A NATO Advanced Study Institute (ASI) on Super- felt that there was a need for an ASI dealing with super-
conducting Electronics was held at the il Ciocco Interna- conducting electronics (the previous one had been held
tional Conference Center near Castelvecchio Pascoli, a in 1978) to introduce the next generation of re-
small town about 70 kilometers north of Pisa, Italy. The searchers to the great potential superconductivity offers
participants came from most of the NATO countries as in ultrasensitive low-frequency magnetic sensors; quan-
well as from several non-NATO ones. Among the NATO tum-limited microwave and millimeter wave mixers and
countries, there were attendees from Belgium (3), Cana- detectors; very low electrical loss; zero-dispersion sig-
da (3), France (2) West Germany (8), Italy (12), the nal transmission lines; and extremely high-speed, low-
Netherlands (4), Norway (1), Spain (2), Turkey (3), the power-dissipation digital devices for logic and memory
UK (11) and the US (23). Participants from non-NATO circuits.
countries included Sweden (5), Japan (2), and one each After the experiments of Bednorz and Muller and
from India, Argentina, Australia, and the People's Re- those of Chu and coworkers, who discovered supercon-
public of China. This group was very diverse and ex- ductivity above liquid nitrogen temperatures, the popular
tremely bright and as a result they asked many interesting press and, unfortunately, even the scientific and technical
and challenging questions and interacted very well with literature began to publish information on the applica-
the lecturers and with each other. Many indicated that tions of HTS which, in many cases, were vague, impracti-
they intend to maintain contact with their fellow partici- cal or totally wrong. It was clear the authors were not
pants after the end of the ASI. familiar with what could be done with low Tc supercon-

The ASI started on 28 June 1988 and continued for 2 ducting materials and what the limits are for any super-
weeks. Most of the meeting was devoted to reviewing conductor. Thus, the HTS revolution made it even more
superconductivity, superconducting tunneling phenome- imperative that the next generation of researchers in
na, and the various electronic applications which rely on superconductivity have a solid and correct understanding
the unique properties of the superconducting state to of the principles and performance capabilities of super-
provide electromagnetic sensors and analog and digital conducting electronic sensors, devices, and circuits built
circuits of unparalleled performance. The ASI focused with the presently available low-temperature materials as
on the demonstration of superconducting electronic de- well as the HTS materials which are being and will be de-
vices and circuits using conventional, low-temperature veloped in the future.
superconducting materials. The final 2 days were di-
rected at the potential for electronic applications of the
recently discovered high-temperature superconducting Lectures
(HTS) materials with transition temperatures in excess of
90 K and a country-by-country review of current research The Directors of the ASI selected for lecturers 13
and programs in both low- and high-temperature super- outstanding experts in various aspects of superconductiv-
conductivity. ity, superconducting electronics, and cryogenic refrigera-

The ASI on Superconducting Electronics was con- tion. Although the professional lives of these lecturers
ceived about 2 years ago by Nisenoff (coauthor of this re- have changed drastically during the 2 years since they
port) and Dr. Harold Weinstock, Program Manager for originally had accepted the invitation to participate in the
Superconductivity at the Air Force Office of Scientific ASI, all of them kept their commitments. Many of these
Research (Boiling AFB, Washington, DC), prior to the lecturers had assumed additional responsibilities in for-
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mulating their institution's and their country's research Conference Emphasis and Future
activities on superconductivity. However, they came to Applications
the ASI because they realized the impact that a sound and
correct understanding of superconducting electronics The major emphasis during the ASI was on the prin-
would have on the next generation of researchers. ciples of superconducting electronic devices and circuits

The 13 lecturers were all authorities in their fields and their implementation in conventional low-tempera-
of expertise. They came from nine NATO countries and ture materials. However, the potential impact of the re-
from Japan. J. Clem (University of Iowa, Ames) re- cently discovered superconducting materials with
viewed the theory of conventional as well as the HTS transition temperatures above 30 K could not be ignored.
superconductors while Y. Bruynseraede (University of Accordingly, the 2 final days of the ASI were specifically
Leuven, Heverlee, Belgium) discussed Giaever and devoted to these recent developments. 1. Clem reviewed
Josephson tunneling and quantum interference effects. the many theories that have been advanced to account for
The fabrication of superconducting tunneling devices, superconductivity at these heretofore unexpectedly high
which is central to superconducting electronics, was temperatures, while A. Barone described the many and
reviewed by G. Donaldson (University of Strathclyde, often contradictory experiments on tunneling experi-
Glasgow, UK) and cryogenic refrigeration by C. Heiden ments into these new materials and the confusion over
(University of Geissen, West Germany). J. Clarke the values for the superconducting energy gap deduced
(University of California [UCI at Berkeley) lectured from these experiments. There was also one session in
on the concepts of the superconducting quantum in- which representatives of several of the nations repre-
terference devices (SQUID's) and the use of SOUID's sented at the meeting gave overviews of the dramatic in-
in geophysical exploration and as ultralow-noise ampli- crease in superconductivity research in their countries
fiers. The use of SQUID's in biomagnetic research and since the discovery of Bednorz and Muller.
medical applications was described by G.-L. Romani On the final day, there was a panel discussion about
(Institute of Electronics and Solid State - CNR, Rome, the impact of HTS on the overall progress in supercon-
Italy). G. Donaldson also described applications for ducting electronics. A number of panelists indicated that
SQUID instrumentation not covered by Clarke and they were very encouraged and pleased by the increase in
Romani, and the issue of chaos in Josephson devices was activity and governmental financial support but all were
addressed by N. Pedersen (Technical University of concerned about the unevenness of this support and the
Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark). K. Gundlach (Institute continuous vacillations shown by the government agen-
of Millimeter Wave Radio Astronomy, St. Martin cies responsible for directing these programs. All agreed
d'Heres, France) reviewed the use of superconducting that it would be desirable to have an adequate level of
tunnel devices as mixers and detectors of millimeter- funding that was guaranteed for a number of years -
wave radiation and described how they have become the something like 5- to ensure that the science and technol-
technology of choice in millimeter-wave radio astron- ogy could be properly expedited. All agreed that this
omy applications. The use of arrays of Josephson de- would be a utopian world which all wanted but none re-
vices as signal sources in the microwave and ally expected.
millimeter-wave frequency region of the spectrum was It is clear that high-temperature superconductivity
described by J. Lukens (State University of New York, will have a great impact on the use of superconducting
Stoneybrook). The use of superconductivity in analog electronics due to the reduced refrigeration require-
and digital signal and data processing applications was ments. In many applications, operating at temperatures
treated by T. Van Duzer (UC, Berkeley, California) and of the order of one-half to two-thirds of the transition
by H. Hayakawa (Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan). temperature would be satisfactory while for the ultimate
The status of the three-terminal device or the so-called in performance, one would want to work at much lower
"superconducting FET" was reviewed by T. Klapwijk temperatures (even with the high Tc materials) - for
(University of Groningen, the Netherlands). Finally, a example, possibly at 28 K, the boiling point of liquid neon,
review of what is known about tunneling into the or even 4 K, the boiling point of liquid helium. A trade-
HTS materials was given by A. Barone (Institute of off of performance vs. operating temperature will be cru-
Cybernetics - CNR, Naples, Italy). All together, there cial in determining an optimum operating temperature
were approximately 38 hours of formal lectures along for any given HTS device or circuit application.
with "workshops" each day for extended discussions Once HTS device technology is developed, low-tem-
and question and answer periods. These workshops perature superconducting device and circuit concepts
were very well received, the discussions lively, and will be implemented in HTS. However, one must also
the participants appeared to appreciate the oppor- look for new device and circuit concepts which exploit the
tunity to interact with experts of the caliber of the lec- unique properties of the HTS materials - possibly, for
turers. example, the electrical anisotropy. In addition, since
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ibly, for example, the electrical anisotropy. In addi- fluid lifetime in the field gained by substituting liquid ni-
tion, since many semiconductor devices operate substan- trogen for liquid helium will greatly increase the possi-
tially faster and with lower power and noise in the 30 K to bility of field applications for HTS devices. The general
100 K temperature range, hybrid circuits of superconduc- public and the funding agencies must be shown that this
tor devices and semiconductor devices need to be evalu- technology is real and practical. Results that address
ated: possibly superconducting interconnects between problems and issues that are of commercial or general in-
semiconductor chips may be the first example of hybrid terest must be pursued rigorously to insure continued
technology. Applications of superconducting and semi- support, both financial and moral, for future research
conducting devices together in space appears to be a par- and development of high-temperature superconductiv-
ticularly attractive option because new capabilities can ity and superconducting electronics.
be gained for spacecraft, but use of HTS materials
will greatly ease the refrigeration requirements. Super- Procnedings
conducting wiring on chip does not appear to be particu-
larly promising at this time. Integrated The Proceedings of The NATO Advanced Study ln-
superconductor-semiconductor device structures appear stitute on Superconducting Electronics, will be edited by
to be in the distant future less the high processing tem- the ASI Co-Directors, M. Nisenoff and H. Weinstock,
peratures required to optimize the properties of HTS ma- and will be published early in 1989 as part of the NATO
terials can be reduced. These high processing Advanced Study Institute Series by Springer Verlag,
temperatures appear to be incompatible with preserving (West) Berlin.
semiconductor device properties. It was also stressed by
a number of speakers that as soon as any HTS applica-
tion is implemented, it must be introduced into a field-de-
ployed instrument to demonstrate the viability of HTS
electronic technology. The 50-fold increase in cryogenic 10/5/88
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Development of Finite Element Software for Transputer-Based

Parallel Processors 06:20 J.F. Blackburn
A New All-European Computer Network for Research 06:31 Paul Roman
Work at Eindhoven on Formal Aspects of Real-Time Systems 07:21 Krithi Ramamritham
Artificial Intelligence in Santiago de Compostela 08:20 Paul Roman
Computer Science at the University of Bremen 10:13 Daniel J. Collins
Parallel Computing at Santiago 10:15 Paul Roman

Control Systems

Control Research at the University of Munich 02:62 Daniel J. Collins
High-Quality Control Research at Institute for Flight

Systems Dynamics 03:45 Daniel J. Collins
Nonlinear System Theory at France's Laboratoire des

Signaux et Systems 05:27 Daniel J. Collins
System and Control Theory at CWI, Amsterdam 07:23 Daniel J. Collins
The French National Research Institute in Informatics and Control 08:24 Daniel J. Collins
Controls Research at the University of York 08:26 Daniel J. Collins
Controls Research in Switzerland 10:10 Daniel J. Collins
The Pearl Program and Process Control at the University

of Hannover 10:12 Daniel J. Collins

Electronics

The Research Institute of the Deutsche Bundeapost 08:45 Paul Roman
The 5th International Conference on Semi-Insulating III-V Materials 10:15 Howard Lessoff

and Wen Tseng

Engineering

LDA Measurements and Control Theory at Strathclyde University 01:36 Daniel J. Collins
European Heat-Pipe Technology Development and Application 02:60 Fredrick R. Best

Environmental Sciences

Meeting on Atmospheric Studies by Optical Methods 02:33 Jerome Williams
Atmospheric and Oceanic Remote Sensing Sessions

at the 38th International Astronautical Congress 02:36 Jerome Williams
The Remote Sensing Group at the University of Naples 02:66 Jerome Williams
Desert Sand May Be Key to Neutralizing Acid Rain 03:72 CJ. Fox
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Industrial Technology

RDM - Finesse and Precision in Heavy Fabrication, Manufacture 07:55 R.H. Taylor
Systems and Applications - a Sampling 07:56 (from various sources)

Information Sciences

The Dutch PT Laboratories' Work in Information Technologies 07:36 J.F. Blackburn
An International Workshop on Artificial Intelligence 09:8 Paul Roman
The Machine-Learning Project of Siemens 10:18 Paul Roman

Material Sciences

The 5th International Conference on High Temperature
and Energy Related Materials 01:38 Louis Cartz

The Bonding of Metals to Ceramics: Studies at Stuttgart 01:41 Louis Cartz
Stainless Steels/87 Highlights Welding of New Duplex Steel 02:38 A. John Sedriks
NATO Meeting on ion Beam Modification of Materials 02:40 Louis Cartz
Powder Metallurgy Meeting in Switzerland 02:44 Louis Cartz
Fifth European Conference on Internal Friction
and Ultrasonic Attenuation in Solids 03:51 R.W. Judy

Wear Resistant Materials in France 03:53 Louis Cartz
Engineering Ceramics at the European Research Center

at Petten, the Netherlands 03:57 Louis Cartz
Refractories Meeting in Germany 03:59 Louis Cartz
4th International Conference on Interconnection Technology

in Electronics 04:17 Robert W. Vest
Materials Science Research Institutes in Madrid, Spain 04:21 Louis Cartz
Ceramics Research Institute, Madrid, Spain 04:23 Louis Cartz
Materials Research in Lausanne, Switzerland 04:26 Louis Cartz
Chalcogenide Thin Film p-n Devices, Patras, Greece 04:28 Louis Cartz
Materials Meeting in Bordeaux: EXPERMAT '87 05:29 Louis Cartz
Ceramics at EXPERMAT '87 05:32 Louis Cartz
Ion Irradiation Studies at Padua, Italy 06:22 Louis Cartz
Tribology Research at the Metal Research Institute of TNO (reprint) 07:41 Irwin L. Singer

Mathematics

Advances in System Theory and Infinite Dimensional Systems
at Groningen 01:44 Daniel J. Collins

Nonlinear Diffusion at Leiden (reprint) 07:44 Charles J. Holland
Mathematics Research at CWI, Amsterdam (reprint) 07:46 Charles J. Holland
Applied and Theoretical Mathematics at the Weizmann Institute 08:30 Daniel J. Collins
Applied Mathematics, Energetics, and Material Forming

at Three ENSMP Centers in Sophia-Antipolis, France 09:10 Daniel J. Collins

Mechanics

Research in Viscous Flows, Multiphase Flows, and Robotics
at Louvain La Neuve 01:46 Daniel J. Collins

Fluid Mechanics at Two Energetics Departments in Italy 01:48 Daniel J. Collins
Fluid Mechanics Research by Two University of Surrey Professors 01:62 - Daniel J. Collins
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XIX International Symposium "Heat and Mass Transfer
in Gasoline and Diesel Engines" 02:47 Daniel J. Collins

Applied Research at West Germany's Motoren and Turbinen-Union 02:63 Daniel J. Collins
Fluid Mechanics at the Netherlands' National Aerospace Laboratory 03:48 Daniel J. Collins
Fluid Mechanics at the Swiss Federal Technical University in Zurich 04:15 Daniel J. Collins
Fluid Mechanics Research at IMST, Marseille, France 05:34 Daniel J. Collins
Turbulence and Fluid Mechanics Calculations

at the Univcrsity of Paris Sud 05:36 Daniel J. Collins
The Combustion Research Laboratory at Marseille 05:38 Daniel J. Collins
Fluid Mechanics at NLR (reprint) 07:25 Eugene F. Brown
Turbulence Research at Eindhoven University of Technology

(reprint) 07:30 Eugene F. Brown
Turbulence Research at Delft Hydraulics Laboratory (reprint) 07:32 Eugene F. Brown
Fluid Mechanics at Delft University of Technology 07:33 Daniel J. Collins
Experimental and Numerical Fluid Mechanics at Erlangen 08:27 Daniel J. Collins

Ocean Sciences

The Institute of Oceanographic Sciences Deacon Laboratory 01:52 Jerome Williams
Oceanography and Meteorology at Oxford University 01:55 Jerome Williams
Visit to Telespazio, Rome 01:64 Jerome Williams
Oceanography at Instituto Studio Dinamica Grandi Masse, Venice 01:64 Jerome Williams
Meeting of the Estuarine and Brackish Water Science Association 02:51 Jerome Williams
Second International Conference on Tethers in Space 02:64 Jerome Williams
The Scottish Marine Biological Association at Oban 02:67 Jerome Williams
Remote Sensing at the University of Dundee 02:69 Jerome Williams
French Center for Marine Meteorology 06:33 John P. Simpson
Marine Science at the Netherlands Hydraulic Laboratory (reprint) 07:48 Jerome Williams
The Greenland Sea Project and the Technical University of Denmark 09:13 Tony Clark
Remote Sensing - Moving Towards the 21st Century:
the 1988 International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium 09:14 Tony Clark

Sediment Characterization Using a Standard Echo Sounder 09:29 John P. Simpson
Mathematical Modeling of Sediment Transport

in the Coastal Zone - a Hydraulic Research Symposium 10:20 Jack W. DeVries
Three Major Coastal and Estuarine Engineering Laboratories 10:22 Jack W. DeVries
ONRL-Sponsored Workshop on Modulation of Short Wind Waves

in the Gravity-Capillary Range by Non-Uniform Currents 10:23 John P. Simpson

Physics

Laser '87 in Munich 01:57 Paul Roman
Laser Research at Luminy 01:65 Paul Roman
"EUROPTICA" Has Been Established 01:66 Paul Roman
Far Ultraviolet Coherent Lightsources and Laser Spectroscopy

at Garching 02:53 Paul Roman
Transverse Effects in Optical Bistability - a Special

Session Sponsored by ONR-London 02:70 Paul Roman
Significant Progress in Organic Nonlinear Optical Materials 02:72 Paul Roman
Quantum Optics, Optoelectronics, and Laser Spectroscopy

at the General Meetings of the European Physical Society 03:61 Paul Roman
Advanced X-ray Research at Garching 03:64 Paul Roman
12th International Conference of Amorphous
and Liquid Semiconductors 03:66 James A. Freitas, Jr.

and P. Craig Taylor
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Topical Symposium on Synergetics Draws 80 International
Scientists to Madrid 03:67 Paul Roman

Correlation, Orientation, and Spin Effects in Electronic
and Atomic Collisions- An ONRL-Sponsored Workshop 03.68 Paul Roman

Sensor Technology and Applications in European Science 04:29 Paul Roman
Advanced Optoelectronics Technology at an International

Symposium in Cannes 04:33 Paul Roman
Multi-Quantum-Well Technology for Optoelectronics Devices 04:36 Paul Roman
British Boost for Nanotechnology Products 04:37 Paul Roman
Superior Integrated Photon Counter Marketed in England 04:37 Paul Roman
West Germany is a Large Player in the European Integrated

Services Digital Network Buildup 04:38 Paul Roman
German Breakthough in Conductive Polymers 04:38 Paul Roman
Superb Diode Laser Arrays from Siemens 04:38 Paul Roman
Sum-Frequency Generation of Coherent Ultraviolet Radiation 04:38 Paul Roman
Spanish Private Foundation for Support of Basic Research 04:38 Paul Roman
Sum-Fequency Generation of Coherent Ultraviolet Radiation 04:39 Paul Roman
Photon-Localization, Detection, Amplification,

and Antibunching: an ONRL-Supported Workshop 05:39 Paul Roman
Young British Scientist Proposes Sophisticated Research

in Molecular Physics 05:41 Paul Roman
Optronic '88 in Hannover 05:43 Paul Roman
Optimal Structures and Slaving: an ONRL-Supported

Seminar Session 05:44 Paul Roman
Optics Research at Santiago 06:28 Paul Roman
Gas Laser Research at Twente 07:51 Paul Roman
Some Novel Magnetic Materials are Studied at Oviedo 08:32 Paul Roman
A European Conference on Applied Laser Technologies 08:33 Paul Roman
Optoelectronic Device Technology - an ONRL-Supported

Symposium Session 08:35 Paul Roman
Very Powerful Excimer Lasers Introduced by Lambda Physik 08:47 Paul Roman
The UK's Institute of Physics Annual Conference on Plasma Physics 09:16 Stephen E. Bodner
Infrared Scientists Gather in Zurich 09:18 Paul Roman
An ONR-London Sponsored Symposium Session

on Nonlinear Phenomena 09:20 Paul Roman
The Central Laser Facility of the United Kingdom 09:21 Paul Roman
A "Glasnost" Potpourri from US-USSR Symposium on Strongly

Interacting Electron Systems 09:30 Alan F. Clark
The 19th International Conference on the Physics

of Semiconductors, in Warsaw 10:24 J.R. Meyer
The Third International Conference on Scanning

Tunneling Microscopy 10:26 Ellen D. Williams
The 10th International Free Electron Laser Conference 10:28 Douglas J. Bamford

Science Initiatives and Policy

The Spanish Council for Scientific Research Revisited 01:61 Paul Roman
Scientific Cooperation Networks in Europe 03:70 Paul Roman
British Boost for Nanotechnology Projects 04:37 Paul Roman
A Spanish Private Foundation for the Support of Basic Research 04:39 Paul Roman
R&D Policy in the Netherlands 07:1 James E. Andrews
European-Middle Eastern Science and Technology Observations

by US Embassy Science Counselors and US Mission 08:2 James E. Andrews
SINTEF - Scandinavia's Largest Research Organization 08:46 John P. Simpson
Siemens Reaffirms its Commitment to Basic Research 08:47 Paul Roman
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Technical Research Center of Finland (VTr) 09.28 Terry J. McCloskey

Seuiconductors

Siemens and Philips Work in Submicron Technology
for Integrated Circuits (reprint) 07:53 J.F. Blackburn

Sensors

Intelligent Sensors in Neubiberg 06:24 Paul Roman
Hot-Spot Detector 06:32 John P. Simpson
A Sensor-Event in Nuremberg 08:36 Paul Roman
European Workshop on Low-Temperature Detectors 09:23 Stephen E. King

and Gilbert G. Fritz
Advanced Sensor Research at Siemens 09:25 Paul Roman

Space Science

lEE Meeting of HF Radio Systems and Te-chniques 08:38 John M. Goodman
Aurora Conference in Honor of Sidney Chapman Outlines

Future Auroral Missions 08:40 R.L. Carovillano

Superconductivity

HTSC M2S: The First Post-1988 Nobel Prize Award
Conference on Superconductivity 05:46 Alan F. Clark

New Magnetic Materials 05:48 Alan F. Clark
Summary of the Report on High Temperature Superconductivity

Research in Selected Laboratories in West Germany 06:29 Alan F. Clark
and Donald H. Liebenberg

Major New Industrial Consortium Formed in Europe
Superconductivity one of its First Focuses 06:33 Alan F. Clark

Critical Current Problems Addressed in the New High
Temperature Superconductors 08:43 Alan F. Clark

Large Critical Current Densities Observed in Polycrystalline
Thin Films of New High Tc Superconductor 08:44 Alan F. Clark

International Discussion Meeting on High Tc Superconductors,
Mauterndorf, Austria 09:26 Robert J. Soulen, Jr.

SQUID Applications Focal Point at the University of Strathclyde 09-.31 Alan F. Clark
A Collective Search Initiated for New Superconducting Materials 09:32 Alan F. Clark
NATO Advanced Study Institute on Superconducting

Electronics 10:31 M. Nisenoff
and J.C. Ritter
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1988 Science Newsbriefs

Acoustics

BEM 10-Boundary Element Conference 6-4 David Feit

Material Sciences

Composite Materials Meetings in Europe 1988 6-1 Louis Cartz
Materials Meetings in Europe 1988 6-2 Louis Cartz
Atomic Scale Microscopy at Oxford, UK 6-3 Louis Cartz
Erasable Optical Memory Materials, Patras, Greece 6-5 Louis Cartz

1988 ONRL Reports

ONR, London, reports are listed by subject, with title, report number, and author. Reports with the "C" suffix dis-
cuss European and Middle Eastern conferences; the "R" suffix indicates reports that provide expanded reviews of re-
search or research institutions.

Aeronautics

Workshop Proceedings on Composite Aircraft Certification
and Airworthiness 8-017-R Dennis R. Sadowski

Behavioral Sciences

The 24th International Applied Military Psychology Symposium 8-018-C William D. Crano

Biological Sciences

Fourth European Conference on Biotechnology (Amsterdam) 8-001-C Claire E. Zomzely-Neurath
Biotechnology Congress: Biotechnica '87 8-002-C Claire E. Zomzely-Neurath
International Conference on Separations for Biotechnology:
Reading, UK 8-003-C Claire E. Zomzely-Neurath

Biotechnology Conference: Diagnostics '87 8-006-C Claire E. Zomzely-Neurath
Biotechnology Conference: Drug Delivery and Drug

Targeting Systems 8-007-C Claire E. Zomzely-Neurath

Computational Physics
16th International Symposium on Shock Tubes and Waves 8-008-C David L. Book

Computer Sciences

EUREKA Program Update 8-009-R J.F. Blackburn
European Seminar on Neural Computing 8-010-C Claire E. Zomzely-Neurath
RACE Program of the European Communities 8.014-R J.F. Blackburn
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Fluid Mechanics

Research in Fluid Mechanics, Control Theory and
Such in Yugoslavia 8-013-R Daniel J. Collins

Materials Sciences
Nitrogen Ceramics Meeting in France 8-004-C Louis Cartz
Sixth International Conference on Composite

Materials (ICCM-VI) 8-015-C S.G. Fishman
and Y.D. Rajapakse

ONRL Workshop: Engineering Materials for Very High
Temperatures 8-016-R Louis Cartz

Ocean Sciences
Status Report on Ocean Optics, Remote Sensing and Numerical

Modeling in Europe, 1986-1987 8-005-R Jerome Williams

Physics

The XII European Conference on Few-Body Physics 8-012-C Michael I. Haftel

Superconductivity

High-Temperature Superconductivity Research in Selected
Laboratories in the Federal Republic of Germany 8-011-R Alan F. Clark

and Donald H. Liebenberg
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